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windowed dwellings, is in strong contrast
with the dim and weather-beaten complexion
of some real and honourable old city. When
W. M. Turner was one day showing a highlyhued sketch of a country scene to a lady
critic, he was

met with the demur, “ Why,

Mr. Turner, we never see these grand colours
in nature!”

“No, madam,” was

his reply,

“but do you not wish you could?”
The
immaculate brightness of the mimic city, in
all the colours

of a haberdasher’s

ribbons,

we could dispense with in the actual one,
but we should like to meet in our journeyings with a medieval town unmixed with
modern interpolations, and true to its original
ideal, as in the fancied representation.
But
grey old cities have become scarce, some of
the oldest, as in the case of Bath, having
been translated into the newest, their history

being their only antiquity.
We mention
Bath, because it is only twelve miles distant
from our subject, Bristol, and because no
two places could be more unlike in social
and architectural character.
Though Bath
is many centuries older than its more populous
neighbour, the latter looks many centuries
more

ancient

than

the

former,

for

if we

except the early Tudor abbey at Bath, no
church or house or other building less recent
than the time of the Georges is there distinguishable, without prying research.
In
Bristol, notwithstanding the unsparing hand

of improvement, we find a dozen venerable
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E Old Worlde Fayres and the
Health Exhibition have
familiarised us with the
appearance of a medieval
. English borough, though
the glossy freshness of the
imitative hostelries, guild-
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churches, whose towers and spires yet stand,
like patrician trees of the forest, amidst the

undergrowth of a thousand modern architectural

weeds,

while

about

us are quaintly-

built houses which Queen Bess might have
glanced at when she rode on her sleek palfrey
and gilded saddle through the streets, or
that Charles I. might have noticed in his
visits, had he not more serious things in
mind. By excavating Bath, like Pompeii,
and exploring underground, we indeed discover

remains

of baths, temples, altars, and

inscribed columns of a thousand years earlier
date than even the one old church in the
midst of the place ; but no exploration would
discover a Roman Bristol, though there are
attempts to prove it to have existed in the
days of Hadrian.
At the period when Bath
was as truly the Latin empress of western
Britain as she was queen of western England
in later days, when Minerva Medica was
tutelary deity of the healing’ springs, and
temples and votive altars were raised to her
honour, Bristol, or rather its site, was a
reedy morass, the haunt of the heron, the

wild swan, and cormorant.
The imperial
eagle, when he winged his way to fix his
talons in the Silurian border found in this
part of the Avon valley no dry ground
whereon to alight, though evidence exists of
his having lodged on the high rocks of the
same river at Clifton, where there is a British

camp that shows signs of Roman occupation.
When Cenwealh slew the three British kings
at the decisive battle of Deorham (a.p. 577),
and took their three great cities, Gloucester,
Cirencester, and Bath, he was but ten miles

from Bristol, which he might with ease have
added to his conquest had it been a place of
habitation, or been worth taking. But the
lowland whereon the future city was to be
F2
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was an alluvial tract, like Athelney and
other islets of Somerset, which guarded the

between

ports from

ten ships, none

of which, however, acquired

the

the

the Wessex

kings, and sheltered

Alfred when preparing against the Danes.
The surrounding hills were covered with
trees as thickly as now
hunter’s horn resounding

with houses, the
in the woods of

the

years

1450

and

1460

on

an

average 800 seamen in the navigation of his
fame

of

good

ship

Matthew,

of

Bristol, whose captain, Sebastian Cabot, of
Venetian
descent, but a native of the

history till the Danish invasion, by which
time its site had been partially reclaimed,

same port, was the first European to
sight the mainland of the New World in
A.D. 1497, though three years before this
Columbus, by coming upon the West Indies,
had nearly anticipated the same splendid

though the many districts that yet retain
its name of marsh and mere (as Canon’s

discovery.
Tempora mutantur nos et mutamur in illis

marsh, Philip’s marsh, Frogmere,) show
many centuries to have elapsed before the
present habitable circuit was completely recovered,
From the first its situation on the
Avon and the Frome, and ready communication with the broad Severn and open sea,

may be said by cities as well as by men.
It
is some centuries too late to view Bristol as

Clifton

as late as the thirteenth

Bristol,

in fact,

makes

no

century.

appearance

in

caused it to be a centre of maritime activity,

and never like Bath a city of pleasure.
An old traveller describes the place as
appearing to float upon the waters, and to
Pope the poet’s eye, the streets. seemed full
of ships; for the two rivers, with their tall
masts, busy wharves, and tarred mariners,

meet us in almost every direction. No noisy
wharves and soiled shipmen disturb the
serenity of Bath, though seated on the same
Avon, which, like Clifton, displays its terraced
crescents bent smoothly as the rainbow, and
glistening ranks of houses drawn straight as
files of troops on a review day.
If we look around for some other characteristic of Bristol, besides steam-vessels

and

warehouses, the many church towers and
spires that spring upwards from amidst the
round chimneys of factories and red roofs of
houses will supply one. These were a consequence of the prosperity and piety of the
old merchant burghers ; for it is many centuries since a new church on a new site was
built within the old civic boundaries, though
many have been destroyed, one, St. Werburgh’s, only lately.
The ecclesiastical
activity of the place was more striking
in the past than has been even the mercantile liveliness of later times, though
church building and ship building may
always have formed the boast of Bristol.
Such fine parish fanes as St. Stephen’s, with
its glorious tower, and St. Mary Redcliff,
with its sumptuous ornament, testify to the
devout munificence of her earlier sons, while

in latter days such noble steam-vessels
the Great

Western,

the

Great

Britain,

as
and

the Demerara, the very cathedrals of steamships, until afterwards surpassed, were effects
of the enterprise of Bristol men.
Canynge,
the builder or re-builder of Redcliff, employed

the monk Rowley saw

it in the antiquarian

soul of Chatterton, with its engirdling walls,
church-crowned gates, narrow, overhanging
streets, groined cellars intended for merchandise though worthy to be chapels for
saints, carved

crosses

in thoroughfares

churchyards, huge castle
priories, nunneries, and
many were the monastic
was not room for them
town,

which

in

and

on the Avon bank,
mitred abbey.
So
houses that there
within the fortified

truth

was

ecclesiastical

enough without them, with its many parish
churches and numerous religious guilds with
their chapels and crypts; therefore, Benedictines, Carmelites, Franciscans, Dominicans,

Friars,

Knights
gardens,

Eremites,

Augustinian

Templars,
and

with

churches,

Canons,

their

settled

and

cloisters,
themselves

as a sort of spiritual outwork on the green
slopes round the turreted walls of the burgh,
which it may be trusted they helped to
defend with their unceasing supplications
for its peace.
Their convents have not
wholly disappeared, nor is the religious life

that once beat in their solemn aisles altogether departed. The parish church of St.
James, though barbarously deprived of its
chancel which belonged to the Benedictine
monks, who held the priory to which it
belonged, retains the grand Norman nave
erected by the powerful Robert, Earl of
Gloucester, the defender of the unpleasant
Queen Matilda against King Stephen. Here
the funeral torches flamed over his poor
remains, and, though he is said to have died
in the adjacent castle, “ unhouselled, disappointed, unaneled,” he here sleeps well;
except, ‘indeed, that a few years since a
workman when digging about the spot of
the interment of Robert, came upon the
skeleton of one whom he rudely interpreted
to be an “ old ancient monk,” but which was

possibly the illustrious Gloucester himself.
If so, the question of where he now is
must wait till the great re-assembling of
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monkish sculptor and satirist, Reynard the
fox being the hero of his theme. Of higher

they vanished.

interest

There are also extensive remains, including a fine thirteenth century dormitory of
the Dominican priory, but the most representative fragment of the old monasteries is
the cathedral. The cathedral is of course, one
of the “ memorials and the things of fame that

its many-pillared

do renown this city,” and if, like Sebastian
in Twel/th Night, whom we have just quoted,
the visitor is pursuing the reliques of the
town, he will find much here to detain him,
though the fabric holds but inferior rank
among what Mr. Freeman rather affectedly

THE

calls “ bishops’ stools.”
constructive

features
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high embowed roof, and of the peculiar aisles
with their attached chapels, he will notice
the Trinitarian symbolism of the tracery of
the broad east window, the graceful arrangement of which resolves into repeated groups
of triple lines, the old pictured glass which
forms the lights being, we are taught to
believe, of rare beauty. Also he will observe
the queer carvings of the misereres or fold-

chapter-house,

vestibule

and

with

marvellous

sculpture ; and outside the

on Friday, September 21, 1838, a fact which
is said to have proved to the deep concernment of local Roman Catholies of the lower
order, who had a tradition that at the Reformation a priest closed the door and made it
so fast that the Protestants had never since
been able to unclose it. Of more importance
than this doorway is the original Norman

BRISTOL

Besides the broad

Norman

church he may note a doorway, which, after
long years disuse, was suddenly re-opened

From a Drawing by Pavt

of fluted pillars, and
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gatehouse to the abbey, which stands as
grandly as when the last Augustinian abbot
passed through its curiously moulded archways,

except,

indeed,

that

the

fifteenth

century dwelling-house
erected over the
portal has been deprived of its picturesque
oriel windows, which, however, are about to

be replaced by Mr. Pearson.
Until late
years there stood here only half a cathedral
church, and in due keeping only half a

ing seats of the stalls, and of the spandrils in

bishop overlooked it. But it seems likely
that Bristol will shortly have a whole prelate

the “ Elder Lady Chapel,” which are characteristic specimens of the wild fancy of the

to itself, for the division of the see from
Gloucester has been fairly resolved upon by
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Parliament.
At what time the old nave disappeared seems likely to remain a mystery;

them to turn

but

tressed walls and cross-ribbed vaulting, and
thus help to disestablish Hesiod’s economical
maxim, that half is better than the whole

to

pull down

a

church

under

Thomas

Cromwell was as small a thing as to pull
down a maypole under Oliver—neither fact
was worth recording.
It is not, however,
certain whether the destruction in question
occurred at the dissolution of the abbey, or
before that event; but the work whenever

some

of their profits towards

the noble work of building the present but-

when applied to sacred things.
Leaving the cathedral, and looking across
College Green, we see a large Gothic window
inserted between a long row of handsome
shops, while a square red tower
springing from the middle of a

pointed roof completes the evidence
of an ecclesiastical structure. This
is the mayor’s chapel, formerly
the chapel of the Bonhommes, one
of the solemn troops and sweet
societies of the ancient town.
Entering, we are struck with the
sepulchral gloom and medieval
air of the place, the mailed effigies,
and fretted altar tombs, the gilt
cross-ribbed ceiling, and abundant
tabernacle work of the altar-piece

and

chapels,

and

illumination

glowing

from

with

the
the

sombre
windows

imagery, carrying

us back from the days of the
Franchise Bill to those of the old

worshippers

of

the

sanctuary,

whom we almost seem to meet
face to face, clothed in their long

gowns, relieved
and white cross,
solemn hymns.
Coming out
cathedral green

with a red shield
and singing their
again into the
we find ourselves

almost alone among the cloistral
lime-trees, though as late as the

last century these green avenues
were a fashionable promenade for
dandies and idle towns people.
Chatterton,

says

Mrs.

Newton,

his sister, would frequently walk
in College-green with the young
girls that paraded there to show
their finery ;and somewhat
ST. AUGUSTINE'S

GATE.

From a Drawing by Pavt

Harpy.

done was thorough, no stone being left upon
another. The tranquil souls of the citizens
were for centuries undisturbed by this partially desolated condition of their chief sanctuary, and the generations might have gone
on eating their daily bread, and manufacturing shoes and cigars, tobacco, and chocolate
creams, while dean and choristers had hardly
length and breadth for their daily processions,

had not

Canon

Norris

piously

persuaded

later

Coleridge and Southey might have
been seen walking up and down in
voluble converse on their socialistic
scheme of universal brotherhood.

Their lodgings were at No. 48, College Street,
close at hand, whence they intended, as soon
as circumstances would

allow, to migrate to

“Freedom’s undivided dell” in Susquehannah.
“ Where toil and health with mellowed love shall
dwell,
Far from folly, far from men,
In the rude, romantic glen,
Up the cliff and through the glade
Wend’ring with the dear loved maid.”

a
SS
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But Coleridge and Southey’s earthly paradise
failed as completely as Adam and Eve’s.
The communists fell out ere they departed
on their journey, and Coleridge having
married took up his abode on the shores
of the Severn at Clevedon instead of upon
Susquehannah’s banks.
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self-supplying. We might have said daughters
of Bristol ;but there is a profound

distine-

and unfortunate Mary Robinson, otherwise
“ Perdita,” who was playing that part in
The Winter's Tale when she attracted the
precious attention of the first gentleman in

tion between Bristol and Clifton, though
they are now a wedded municipality. Clifton
in being united with Bristol is like a proud
and handsome woman who has consented to
become the bride of a business husband for
the sake of the wealth he earns for her
pleasures and domestic needs, rather than for
love of his dear old homely face. To have
been born in Bristol rather than at: Clifton
is a real misfortune.
It is still more unfortunate to be obliged to confess to having one’s
domestic hearth among the churches and

Europe, alias Florizel.

chimneys

In what

was

called

the

Minster

house,

which stood on the site of the new nave of
the cathedral, was born, in 1758, the beautiful

She says, “The nur-

sery in which I passed my hours of infancy
was so near the great aisle of the minster
that the organ, which re-echoed its deep
tones, accompanied by the chanting of the
choristers, was distinctly heard both at
morning and evening service. I remember
with what pleasure I used to listen, and how
much I was delighted whenever I was permitted to sit on the winding steps which led
from the aisle to the cloisters.” In budding
womanhood she was married to a Mr. Robinson, who proved as unfaithful a husband as
she did wife, and as Florizel did paramour.
By the encouragement and tuition of Sheridan
and Garrick she took to the stage as a means of
livelihood. In her autobiography she makes
an apology for having become the prince’s
mistress, and as his heartless conduct towards

of the traffic hollow, rather than

among the walls and crescents of the bright
western suburb on the rocks. Bristol is the
dwelling-place of tradesmen whose circumstances require them to live over their shops,
of waiters and barmaids, and of merchants’
clerks and lawyers’ clerks to some extent ;
but Clifton is the place of the lawyer, the
parson, the merchant, the flourishing shopkeeper, the banker’s

The

clerk, and the doctor.

old merchant prince lived within

the

shadow of his parish church, and his outlook

was circumscribed by the walls of the town.
William Canynge dwelt in Redcliff Street
where the great hall of his house, like the
refectory of an abbey, may yet be seen.
From his front doorway he could view the
rising walls of St. Mary’s which he was rebuilding after its destruction (a.p. 1445) by

her after her fascination over him had ceased
was a sufficiently sore punishment, we may
perhaps accept her apology. Moreover, she
had a more fatal trial. In her twenty-fourth
year, while travelling in an open chaise she
induced a malady that deprived her of the

lightning, and from the oriel windows of the

use of her limbs, insomuch

James IT. at several times were lodged and
entertained. The broad mansion of the Nortons
with its gables and arabesque frontage is one
of the sights of the place, while the many
chimney-pieces and ceilings with their barbaric enrichment hidden within houses with
modern exteriors suggest how dearly the
well-to-do burgher of the past loved his city

that

she

was

obliged henceforth to be carried about by an
attendant. Within a few days of her death
in 1800, she collected her poetical works,
but, says Christopher

North

in reference

to

them, ‘No Englishwoman who has strayed
from virtue ever wrote poetry worthy of
being read twice.”
Regaining the shop-bordered pavement we
acquire an opportunity of becoming acquainted with the prices of the latest and
sweetest thing in bonnets and bracelets, and,

better still, the privilege of noticing the
glances towards the same figures of the fair
consumers of these ornaments.

For, dressed

in all the hues of the cathedral windows
opposite, and with faces worthy of the Saint
Agneses and Saint Cecilias enshrined

in the

Stony tracery, the daughters of Clifton pay
an afternoon visit to the great shops in the
city, though Clifton is gradually becoming

rear

of his dwelling, he could survey

his

laden ships. “St. Colston,” the man of Bristol,

the river of whose affluent bounty still irrigates the charities of the city, lived in Small
Street, at a house where the two Charleses and

fireside, for he had no villa elsewhere.

The

spacious squares of handsome dwellings
erected about the beginning of the present
century, show that the city even within a
recent period could supply homes, as well as
offices and warehouses and shops, for business
and professional men, but these squares have
been turned into shoe factories and counting
houses which are locked up at night, and
instead of resounding as once they did with
the merry cheer of a household are silent
and deserted.
But we are yet in College Green whence &

THE
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From @ Drawing by Paut
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few steps bring us to the drawbridge over

arms.”

the Frome with its long lanes of shipping.
Proceeding up Clare Street, the noble tower
of St. Stephen’s with its successive stages of
florid ornament and tiara of openwork battlements and turrets is disclosed to view.
This
is allowed to be one of the handsomest parish

all this we quietly make

towers

in England,

and “is remarkable”

says Mr. Freeman, “for having esthetically
dispensed with buttresses.”
This architectural freedom and independence seems to
rank St. Stephen’s with Mr. Ruskin’s ideal
class of towers, in all of which he requires
it to be a “point of chief necessity that
they shall seem to stand, and verily shall
stand, in their own strength, not by help of

buttresses nor artful balancings on this side
and that.
Your noble tower must need no
help, must be sustained by no crutches, must
give place to no suspicion of decrepitude.
Its office must be to withstand war, look

forth for tidings, or to point to heaven ; but
it must have in its own walls strength to do
this ; it is to be in itself a bulwark, not to
be sustained by other bulwarks ; to rise and
look forth, like the tower of Lebanon that
looketh towards Damascus, like a_ stern

sentinel, not like a child held up in its nurse’s

the

Without

merits

professing to understand
up our

of the tower,

mind as to

and pass to the

interior of the church, which we find somewhat cold looking and disappointing after
the great promise of its most conspicuous
feature without.
Instead, however, of attempting to describe the structure—architec-

tural description being as tedious as theorems
of geometry—we fill our eyes with a parting
view of the fabric, and as we go onward
glance at the lavishly decorated insurance
offices and banks that rapidly follow one
another in the narrow street. On the site of
the West of England Bank opposite the

Exchange stood “The Bush” in the old
coaching days, a city inn of the first importance, and one that claimed to produce as
its Christmas fare a hospitable entertainment
“not, perhaps, to be equalled in Britain.”
It was at this inn that Mr. Winkle took up
his quarters in his lovelorn quest of the
missing Arabella Allen, who was surmised to
be hidden somewhere in Bristol or round
about.
It will be recollected how Winkle

walked

forth

to view

ships, cathedral,

the city, its quays,

&c., and how,

having lost

his way, he stepped into “something between
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a shop and a private house,’ over the door

of which a red lamp was suspended, declaring
the residence of a medical practitioner, and
how, on inquiry of the professional within,

who
Baa

wore

green

spectacles,

was suddenly

embraced by his old friend Bob Sawyer, who

had here set up as a “sawbones.”
The
subsequent arrival of the vindictive and
sanguinary Dowler, and the hilarious Sam
Weller, and the immortal

Pickwick

himself,

with the untiring efforts of Sam to

AND
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scriptural texts inscribed on their rims to the
piety of the merchant donors of two hundred
and fifty years past, they having been given,
at least one of them, “in remembrance of
God’s mercy.”
Close by is Alhallowen, the
modernised Church of the Kalendars with its
Norman piers. These pious brethren were

not like the begging dervishes of Bagdad,.
who, under the name of Kalendars told their
lying tales to the calif, but were a fraternity

discover traces of the lost love of
Winkle, of his meditative rest on

a large stone by the way and revolving in his mind a plan for knocking
at all the doors within five miles of
Bristol at a hundred and fifty or

two hundred a day, and endeavouring to find Arabella by that expedient, and the opportune appearance
from a back door of Sam’s own
valentine, the pretty housemaid
from Mr. Nupkins’s, who, after
sympathetic heed to a rehearsal
of her lover’s feeling towards her-

self, tells him of her own knowledge
where the desiderated lady was to
be found—are points that are treated
of with due enlargement in the
Pickwick chronicles. The tables of

the money changers in the sumpnd
to

the
neter
ous
attec-

ms
ing
ard
nee
one
» of
the
old
im-

3 as
ent
in.

up
the
d to
und
nkle

ays,
lost

yeen

tuous temple of Plutus, and the
drawing of cheques in lieu of corks
serve little to recall the former
hostelry that brought rest to the
weary and cheer to the hungry.
If Dickens has celebrated “‘ The
Bush” in Pickwick, the Tolsey, now
the Exchange, opposite, finds record
in the Pirate of Scott. The captain
of the Good Hope, of Bristol, tells
Mordaunt Mertoun with much satisfaction that his father, old Clem

Cleveland,

of the College

Green,

was “ well known on the Tolsell,”
the fine luck his vessel had on the

Spanish main, both with commerce
and privateering, being much owing
to paternal training.
The four

HIGH

brazen tables in front of the
Exchange must often have met the gaze
of old Clem, and it will not be for want of

durability if they are not looked at a thousand
years hence.

Whether

the financial

phrase

“to pay down on the nail” originated, as has
been said, from these pillars having been,
from their peculiar shape, locally called nails,
must be decided

by Notes and

STREET.

From a Drawing by Paut

Queries,

but

they are no longer used for counters.
Their
only value seems to be to testify by the

Harpy.

of religious and laity to whom was committed
the custody of the archives of the town, and
whose office it was to keep a monthly register
of local events and public acts.
Perhaps

when the question of the origin of English
free libraries comes to be discussed, claim
may be made for the earliest of these institutions to have been established here.
About
1464, John, Bishop of Worcester, built a
house over the north aisle of Alhallowen

74
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Church to contain a library, with apartments
for the librarian, who was identical with
the prior of the order. On every festival day,
and festival days were much more frequent
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fair buyers about the counters on a bright
afternoon.
The business aptitude of the
men who have developed these trading
centres which have grown and spread like
saplings into gigantic trees, seems to us weak

in old times than St. Lubbock’s in ours,
from seven to eleven in the morning, free
access was granted to all willing to enter the

commercial

library for the sake of instruction, but the

illustrated by the well-known saying that he

books

were

chained

and

not allowed

to be

taken home for reading. If a book happened
to be lost through neglect of the prior, he
was to restore it, or pay a fine of forty
shillings in addition to the original value
of the volume. This heavy penalty may be
explained by the rare beauty and value of
some of the illuminated books in the collection.
One of these, a primer, with the
seven penitential psalms and litany, was
kept in a grating under St. “Christopher’s

foot.” Notwithstanding the strict watch and
ward of this (literally) great saint, the book
was stolen, the robbers proving to be some
pilgrims who had visited the church previously
to

their

setting

out

to

the

shrine of St.

James in Spain, Bristol being a favourite
post for such pious rovers, as many as 420
having sailed thence in one year.

At Com-

postella the precious volume was discovered,
brought home and, placed within a new
grating, was again stolen and never regained.
We are now within a few paces of the

central point of the city, where, at the intersection of the four leading streets, once stood
the High Cross, around which, at the angles
of the streets, were formerly three churches,
of which Alhallowen’s alone exists.
Hence
we may glance down Broad Street, which is

terminated by one of the portcullised gateways of the walled town, surmounted by the
spire of St. John’s, a structure chiefly interesting for its vaulted crypt, formerly the
chapel of the Guild of the Holy Cross, who
in the fifteenth century therein met at six
o'clock on summer mornings, and seven in
winter, to hear mass for the souls of the

living and the dead.

Turning towards High

Street, we see close at hand a cross-timbered

house, marked with as many squares as a
Highlander’s plaid;and proceeding up Wine
Street, we

find

on

the

left

the

tenement

wherein Southey first saw the light of day.
It is marked by a sort of wooden balustrade
towards the roof, but would be more unmistakable if a tablet were placed in front to
denote its interest—a device that might well
be adopted with other houses of distinctive
character in the place.
In Wine Street the
business aspect of Bristol may be best studied,
in its retail form, the colossal shops of the

linendrapers

attracting

their

hundreds

of

souls a special kind of genius.
“always

intellect

sleeps with

of course,

is meant

physiological

The keen

of the Bristol
one

man

eye open.”

This,

rather as a moral than

fact; but there

is

a

is a worthy

citizen, yet living, one of whose orbs of vision

is always unclosed, through being made of
glass. An apprentice from another province,
being unaware of this fact, coming into his
master’s chamber one night, was surprised to
find him fast asleep with one eye in full
stare. Suddenly, however, recollecting the
local proverb, he at once interpreted it
literally, and ceased to be astonished.
Passing onward, Fitzhamon’s stout Norman tower of St. Peter’s meets the view ; and

forming one side of the churchyard is the
picturesque frontage of St. Peter’s Hospital,
already mentioned, with its fine Jacobean
board-room within. Richard Savage, whose
memory is kept alive by his friend Johnson’s pathetic account of his career, rather
than by his merits as a satirical poet, is
interred in this burial-ground, but no stone
marks the spot.
St. Peter’s church stood
without

the barbican

of the

castle, whose

huge form once filled the district hereabout. In the square Norman keep was
once imprisoned Robert, Duke of Normandy,
King Stephen, and later on Edward IL., the
latter making a temporary escape from its
walls.
The pleasant meadows below the
battlements

of the castle, on the other side

of the Avon belonged to the Knights Templars, who had there a cell. The chapel in
which they worshipped, oval in form, was
superseded by the present fifteenth century
church,

which

is remarkable

for

its over-

hanging tower, nearly four feet out of the
perpendicular.
The green fields once paced
by these gallant soldiers of the cross are now
covered with factories and grimy dwellings,
but there is a spacious churchyard (lately
converted into a pleasure ground), wherein
Chatterton used to walk and read his poems
to a friend.

From Temple it is an easy reach to St. Mary
Redcliff, the graceful spire of which is one of
the first objects to meet the view from the
joint railway station. Forms of superlative
have long been exhausted in attempts to describe

Redcliff church;

but such

words

as

noble, magnificent, majestic, superb, splendid,
grand,

sublime,

are

abstract

qualities that

to
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that

have been applied also to the drama of
Hamlet and to the Falls of Niagara, as well as
to the present building, and explain nothing.
To understand the fabric, its overwhelming
beauty and stately proportions must be dwelt
upon as Chatterton dwelt upon them, until
they sank into the soul.
To Chatterton,

Redcliff was a passion.
He would lie down
and contemplate the fretted walls of its
exterior, and pace its cloistral aisles until he

had given bodily shape and poetic utterance
to the men who had built it, and to the
priests and choristers whose psalms and
litanies resounded within its walls before the
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saints were driven from their chantry altars

and the Missal was replaced by the Common
Prayer.

“Well mayst thou be astounde, but view it well ;
Go not from hence before thou see thy fill,
And learn the builder’s virtues and his name.
Of this tall spire in every country tell,
And with thy tale the lazing rich man shame.
Show how the glorious Canynge did excel.
How he, good man, a friend for kings became
And glorious paved at once the way to Heaven
and fame.” —CHATTERTON.
If we

go down

a narrow

street opposite

NEAR

with the ocean by private companies, outside
the tortuous passage of the Avon, to intercept
ships to the city harbour.
But the several
docks
are
now
consolidated
under
the
control of the civie corporation, which will
concentrate the trade.
This result has
been chiefly owing to the resolute exertions

LEA MILLS.

the west end of Redcliff we again come upon
a crowd of shipping, and by diverging a little
to the south we discover what seems a third
river, but this is an artificial canal which was
cut with vast labour and expense at the beof the

century.

It

has

proved

CLIFTON.

Unhappily the mariwas an impossibility.
time trade of Bristol is no longer prosperous.
Its graving docks are closed or filled up,
and the launch of a new ship is as rare as
on the coast of Carthage.
Much of the
decline of commerce has been owing to the
establishment of rival dock communication

From a Drawing by Paut

ginning

AND

a

Harpy.

of the

Mayor,

J.

D. Weston,

Esq.,

who,

though no shipowner as was Canynge, is a
man of large wealth and influence, and a
worthy successor in officeto that well-remembered townsman, while, like him, he has been
honoured

by

several

years’

election

to

the

muddy and useless offshoot from the Avon,
but its failure was not so easy to foresee at a
time when railways did not exist.
The
undertaking was a spirited one (the channel

headship of the town.
Taking our way westward along the nearer

being three miles in length) and worthy of a
port that sent the first English steam vessel

her throne of rocks unfolds with the abrupt-

across the Atlantic after Dr. Lardner had
avowed in the place itself that such a feat

we

bank of the artificial river the wooded heights
of the Avon begin to appear, and Clifton on
ness of dramatic
agree

nouncing

with

the

scenery.
Southey

view

of

Whether

or not

and

Landor

in pro-

the

long rows

and
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stage

upon stage on the heights, “all bright and
glisténing in the smokeless air,”’ to be unsurpassed in its way in Europe, we may at least
confess in Wordsworth’s phrase that he would
be dull “of soul who could pass by a sight

so touching in its majesty.” The winding
vista of the river with its range of broken
precipice on the right hand, and the ascending
woods on the left, the living ships going out
orv
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a
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Y
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If we look for the Hotwell Assembly
Rooms where, a century or more ago, were
held the concerts and balls that helped to
dissipate the hours of fashionable visitors
and invalids who flocked here as to waters
only less famous than the springs of Bath,
we shall find it sobered down into the parish
schoolroom ; while the Pump Room, where
might have been met in their day such different characters as Bishop Ken, Sarah Duchess

or coming in, and the aérial. bridge stretching

of Marlborough, Pope the poet, the author of

over the chasm, combine in a picture that can
hardly receive too much laudation, only that

the Analogy,

the hand of the spoiler has been and is upon it.
The cliffs had until lately been wasted and
disfigured to provide materials for building
and road making, and their original grandeur
is lost. And now the woods begin to move.
The majestic region of foliage known as Leigh
Woods is being scarred into a succession of
gaping quarries, and mountain ash, alder,

Shelley,

Dr. Doddridge,

and

Cowper’s amiable friend, Lady Hesketh, the

last of whom died at Clifton and is buried in
the cathedral of Bristol, is altogether vanished, or at least, is dwindled into a solitary
cup by the wayside, from which the remedial

hot springs can be quaffed without money or
price, a curious

depreciation

in the estimate

of their worth.
But society has climbed to the summit of

birch, aspen, poplar, oak, and yew, that inter-

the cliffs, and

mingle their many-tinted branches, are being

cooled in estimation, their efficacy is replaced
by the healthy atmosphere of the open downs,
which are a sort of Hampstead Heath to the
local population. Adjoining these is Clifton
College, which owes its beginning and progress as much to the physical as to the social
adaptations of the places. Education indeed,
seems “in the air” of the municipality.
“Thou hast most traitorously corrupted the
youth of the realm in erecting a grammarschool,” was Jack Cade’s reproach to Lord
Say, and the fine buildings under that name
at Bristol are a perpetuation of like guiltiness there incurred three centuries ago. The
University College and the Trade Schools are
other large educational foundations whose
operations belong to the future rather than
to the past.

hourly cut down or blown to pieces with dynamite. The waving forest that had been the
nursery of art to W. J. Miiller, Danby, Pyne,
and Turner, is become the haunt of the navvy

instead of the painter, and the scenery that
has given character to Clifton, and that
seemed to have been formed by a masterstroke of nature to delight the eye and soul
with its solemn beauty will be only a record

of an utilitarian age whose sordid spirit could
convert so choice a piece of landscape into
crumbling stones for the sake of their value
in money.
Not that the authorities of the

neighbouring city are to blame, the pitiful
destruction being one of the evils incident to
unlimited powers in the private ownership of
land. A society for the protection of noble
landscape might be a good supplement to that
for the preservation of ancient buildings, but
its influences would be almost too late to
save Clifton.

if the thermal

waters have

The roll of Bristol worthies is considerable,

and to those of historical fame may now be
added J. A. Symonds,

Frederick

Wedmore,

and the author of Called Back.
JoHN TayYLor.
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T was at a little dance
one Sunday afternoon in
Valencia,

that

a

friend

who had introduced me
—that I might see a
Spanish interior—caught
between a dozen revolving couples a glimpse of
my weary face. “I am
afraid you do not find
this very interesting?”
he said, when he had made his way to my
side.
The room was small and I was hot. At
the best of times an

indifferent

dancer,

I

found the Spanish step trying. And I was
in a bad temper. I admitted these facts.
“The truth is,” I added fretfully, “that I
came expecting to see something essentially
Spanish, and except the prevalence of black
in the ladies’ dresses, I have not seen it.”
Ha! It was like magic. In the twinkling
of an eye the room was still. The party, a
moment before so noisy, bounding, twirling,
and laughing in a headlong polka, sank upon
their knees, the girls bending low, their eyes
fixed upon the floor, their partners stooping
over them. In the dead silence which followed, only the silvery tinkling of a bell in
the street outside was audible. I bent down
instinctively

with

the

others,

and

so

we

remained until the sound of the bell died
away in the distance.
Then all sprang to their feet. The voices
and laughter rose as loudly and thoughtlessly
as ever, fans and eyes twinkled and flashed
once more, and couple followed couple round
and

round,

backwards

and

forwards,

with

renewed zest.
“T am sorry that you are disappointed,”
my friend said, resuming our talk as if
nothing had happened.
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“ Not another word !” I answered quickly.
“T

am

perfectly

satisfied

now,

and

very

much obliged to you into the bargain.”
For that little incident seemed to me
essentially Spanish. Of course it was the
Host being carried through the street below,
which had given rise to the sudden transformation.
On its return I had the opportunity of observing the same ceremony, so
strange and incongruous in English eyes.
I had many experiences of this kind, such
as would befall one travelling after my
fashion. I did much of my journeying on
foot,

and

was

without

ed
ile
Ge
nie
ai
ia

companions
— an

advantage when the object is to gain knowledge of a country. I stayed at Spanish
fondas, paradors,

and casinos, as well as at

French hotels, which abound in Spain. I
mixed with the people so far as my mastery
of the language permitted ; and having been
in the country during the weeks which
followed the late king’s death, when Spanish
and English residents alike were aroused to
criticise its condition, I think I may have
learned some things new to English readers.
No figures stand out more prominently in
my memory than those of the civil guards.
To tell how I first fell in with them is
tantamount to describing how I entered the
country. I had been staying at St. Jean Pied
du Port on the French side of the Pyrenees ;
it is a gloomy picturesque place at the foot of
a mountain pass, fortified by Vauban and
still girt by the old town walls. From there
a few days after Alfonso’s death I crossed
on foot into Spain. I felt proud and free as
a gipsy; a land of adventure and romance
lay before me; and round me, its scarred
‘flanks sprinkled with gnarled oaks, the
famous defile of Roncesvalles.
I was in
Spain!
It proved from the first less fertile than I

ar
Mm
eH
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o
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in leaf,

there is, in the south especially, an absence
of green—of anything more green, that
is, than the grey prickly pear and the blue
aloe. Extreme fertility exists in places ; but
it is in patches, in dammed-up valleys lying
like oases in a dry chaos of mountains.
Then the plains! oh, the dead dreary mono-

tony of those
how

plains!

dusty, how

How

dry they are,

unsightly their infrequent

villages of unbaked clay. Even the orangegroves,ofwhich I had expected great things,
are unromantic enough, the soil about the
trees being generally ploughed up.
And
though the grey twisted

olive

trees

have of

themselves a quaint and melancholy beauty,
the eye becomes tired of their dull farstretching

rows.

Have

a care, too, of the

climate of Spain. Malaga, I dare say, is
always warm.
But I found at Burgos the
snow a foot deep in the streets, and a total
absence of fireplaces. The Spanish braziers
—a big brass warming-pan wanting a handle
but set in a wooden stool a foot from the
floor—is a fine thing on a chilly evening at
Cadiz, with the windows open; but at
Burgos in a snowstorm—ugh!—it
is an

invention of the evil one, a very relic of the
Inquisition.
I shiver still at the name
of it.
To return to my first day in Spain. Towards

evening

stood near
now, and

I entered

a

tavern

which

the great monastery—deserted
gaunt

and

grim

enough

in the

twilight—at the summit of the pass.
To
my dismay I found the kitchen full of armed
men, dimly visible through the smoke of the
fire which was burning on an iron plate in
the middle of the floor. Some wore cloaks
and cocked

hats,

some

had

thrown

them

aside; but all were nursing their guns
between their knees in a fashion not caleulated to prepossess a stranger, whose thirst
for adventures had diminished with the daylight. I paused, uncertain how they would
receive me. Then I saw I was observed,
affected an air of indifference, and walked
up to the fire.

Every head was turned in my direction,
and every moustachioed face scanned me,
while a silence fell upon the group. The
ordeal was becoming decidedly uncomfortable,
when a veteran slowly rose and handed to me
his stool.

TI declined ; but he insisted, and I

sat down. Some one asked where I had
slept the previous night, and where I proposed to sleep that night; and this was all.
They filed out presently, and went their
rounds I suppose.
These were the famous

civil guards,

the
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police of Spain. They are in many respects a
peculiar body. They have done great things
in a short time. They have extirpated
brigands
made

and

the

highway

roads

of the

robbers,

and

country,

with

exceptions, as safe as Watling Street.

have
rare

They

have made possible commerce, pedestrianism,

and all good things.

A little more about

them may not be amiss.
They number, I believe, upwards of sixteen
thousand

classes,

men,

and

drawn

resemble

from

the

in some

respectable

degree

the

Irish constabulary. There is a saying about
them attributed to the German Crown Prince
which

is often quoted in Spain.

“ These,”

he said, after reviewing a number of them,
“are soldiers! And they are the only
soldiers I have seen since I have been in
the country !”
Certainly between the green-gloved infantry of the line and the smart civil
guards there is a great contrast.
It is
commonly said that the Government relies
more upon the discipline and subordination

of the latter than
regular troops—in
Immediately after
large numbers of
from more quiet

upon the valour of the
their green cotton gloves.
the late king’s death
civil guards were sent
regions to the Carlist

frontier ;of whom the men I met at Ronces-

valles formed one party. They wear a dark
blue or black uniform with smart facings
after the fashion of the French gensdarmes,
and, like them, cocked hats.
These last are
in wet weather covered with oil-skin cases,

which, with their neat straps and weapons,
give the men a particularly workmanlike,
rough-and-ready appearance.
Their arms
are a rifle or carbine, a short sword, and, I

believe, a pistol or revolver.
It is a peculiarity of their organisation, as well as a sign
of the troublous times in which they were
constituted, that they invariably work in
pairs. Each pair consists of a senior and
junior. Rarely indeed do you see a single
civil guard. But at every railway-station (in
the rural parts—the town police are a separate
body), in every express train, on every
lonely road, in the Pyrenees, in the outskirts
of Madrid, on the mule-paths about Granada,

you will come upon these twin pillars of order ;
and so espying them it is likely that you
will pass on more at ease in your mind, as I
have done many a time.
Particularly I remember being overtaken
by darkness,

on my

way

back

to Madrid

from the palace of the Pardo. The neighbourhood of the big city with its horde of
ruffians, and the loneliness of the road which

ran

for miles through woods, made

me

a
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trifle nervous ; so that I had been well aware

for some time of a footstep upon the path
behind me.
It seemed to keep pace with
me. I walked faster, so did my follower.
Then I came—much

to my relief I need not

say—upon a fire burning near the side of
the road, and upon a civil guard leaning
sentry-like against a tree, while his comrade
cooked the supper.

“ Buenas noches, senior,’ I cried gratefully.
“ Buenas

noches, senor,’

fied answer.
The

road

Be sure
was

came

I went

lonesome

no

the digni-

on merrily.
longer.

The

motionless figure under the tree would note
well every detail that might serve to identify
myself and my follower ; and were the latter
the worst cut-throat in Madrid he would
know better than to take a purse on that
road.
Needless to add, I reached my hotel
in perfect safety.
They have the reputation—los guardias
civiles—of being excellent shots.
They use
their weapons more freely than would be

approved

or permitted

in this country—a

practice, however, which is not only excusable, but necessary under the circumstances.
The south of Spain teems with a mixed and

dangerous population. There is a large proportion of Moorish blood in the inhabitants
of Andalusia; and the knife—a terrible
knife, with a blade broad at the haft and
sloping backwards to the point, so that the
back is straight and strong—is in every

man’s waist-belt, sure to be drawn

lightly

and wielded skilfully.
Force—the
force
that lies in rifle-butt and sword-cut—is the

only remedy at present.
law becomes

more

and the murderous

certain

No doubt as the
in

its operation,

navaja less common,

the

freedom of the police will be gradually looked
upon

with

a

jealous

eye, and

in time

cur-

tailed.
In one particular especially.
If
fame does not lie, our friends are a little

apt to be not only police but judges and
executioners also.

It is a matter of common

knowledge in Spain that notorious criminals
and men captured red-handed in murder or
brigandage rarely come to the hands of the
prison-warders ; rarely require the services
of magistrate or advocate.
A mania for

trying
hension

to escape immediately
seems

to seize

them

after appreone

and

all.

They are shot dead in the attempt, and c'est
fini, as a French resident told me very
graphically. In other terms the civil guards
have power to kill their prisoners if they
cannot retain them alive, and are reported
to construe this privilege broadly. Woe to
the ruffian, who has—years ago and at the
other end of Spain it may be—killed a civil
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guard.
If he fall into their hands he is a
dead man.
A tremendous privilege no doubt. I have
heard it discussed in several companies, but in
none have learned that it is abused for any
strictly private purpose. And it has great advantages. Justice is slow in Spain—as elsewhere—but she is also far from certain and
far from blind. Money and influence are
potent with her. Strange connections formed
in times of Carlist rising, or Republican
émeute, are not easily snapped in more quiet
days.
The lowest ruffian, much more the
brigand chief, may have friends in the highest
places—on the steps of the throne. Therefore the rough and irregular justice at which
I have hinted is regarded by the respectable
classes with indulgent, even approving eyes;
and its exercise invests the police with a
certain awe and dignity in the view of the
desperadoes with whom they have to do.
As for my private experience of them, I
found the civil guards in all parts of Spain
alike, invariably civil, courteous, and ready
to assist the foreigner. It was in the north
the Carlist provinces—that I had most to
do with them. There we had many strange
interviews.
One day I was clambering and
stumbling along a mule-path through the
lonely hills north of Pampeluna, when two

men with guns in their hands sprang up
from a clump of box, and challenged me.
Brigands? No, police. Had I any papers?
Yes,

I had.

And

I was

proceeding to un-

button my coat to get at them. My captors
were too polite to permit it. Their practised
eyes had seen enough. Would I tell them
the

time?

And—yes,

that

was

the

path

to Pampeluna!
The seflor would have no
difficulty in finding it.
Again in the same province I was once
seated in a humble posada, or drinking-shop,
taking some wine and bread, when

a dozen

policemen entered. They were astonished at
finding me there. For a moment they fancied
I was an emissary of Don Carlos. They not
only asked if I had a passport but required
to see it. I complied, and then gave the
leader a glass of wine (price one penny) and
each of the others a cigarette (price half a
farthing). The senior gave me a glass of
wine, his men gave me all the cigarettes I
could smoke while we were together. We
parted with mutual respect and many
salutations.
In case of a difficulty arising between a
tourist and the police it is well to demand—
civilly and courteously—to be taken before
the alcalde, or mayor.
He has a kind of
co-ordinate authority, and though if the civil

ete
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guards or the senior of them choose to retain
their prisoner, he cannot override their deci-

sion, they are bound to respect his advice;
and reject it at their peril. In France the
same rule prevails, and the traveller will do

well to bear it in mind. Let, “ A M. le Mayor
toute de suite,” be his cry, if the police but
mention the word “ arrest.”

So much for a force, which, in some things
unique, has deserved well of Spain.
The
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peninsula is a land in many parts wild,
rugged, and mountainous, in.almost all parts
thinly populated, ill-provided with roads,
barely civilised.
In most things—in railways, commerce, and wealth, in education
and the solidity of its institutions—it is

behind Italy and inferior to Sicily. Yet the
solitary traveller may in well-nigh perfect
security drive along its roads, trace its mulepaths, and climb its mountains.
If he were
foolish enough to do these things in the

neighbourhood of Palermo or Reggio all the
world knows what would be his fate.

And

for this Spain has to thank, not its judges or
officers of state, but its guardias civiles.
The mention of arrest recalls a most absurd
altercation—fully as unpleasant as it was
ridiculous—which was forced upon me one
night in a stage-coach.
There were five
passengers besides myself—three men and

two women. I had then been but three days
in the country, and my knowledge of the
language embraced perhaps thrice as many
words.
aroused

Naturally I was silent, and this
the suspicions of my companions.

They began, while the coach was still in the
Pampeluna streets—I was travelling from
Pampeluna to Irun—to ply me with remarks
and questions ; the latter endless, and to me
unintelligible. I smiled, bowed, and raised
my hat to the ladies.
Still they persisted,
while I blushing and looking foolish answered,
“Si, sefior,” “ No, senora,’ at random, and

wished them anywhere but in the coach.
Oh! it was terrible! The very recollection
of it makes me hot all over!

Now and again,

it is true, they would relapse into silence,
and I would sink back into my corner with
a sigh of relief.
But always the interval
was short: always sooner or later I would

meet a stern eye fixed upon me, and the
watcher would fling out some gibberish of a
question, which was invariably the signal for
a fresh outbreak.
With immense labour I
stated that I was English ; that I was going
to Irun; finally—and oh! how often
I
uttered the phrase in a desperate attempt to

bring home the surprising fact to their intelligences —that I spoke “muy
Espagnol’ —very little Spanish.

poco

de
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Alas!
I learned presently that it was
not that they did not comprehend, but that
they did not believe. I was not English!
“No! no! no!” the youngest man kept
repeating.
I was German!
Now a strange thing had happened to me
in France not many weeks before. I had
been travelling in a diligence, as I was doing
now, but in the daytime and in the company
of my brother.
Without warning—without
the slightest cause to expect what was coming,
we

had

been

arrested,

accused

of

being

German spies, and kept in a vile rural lockup for many hours. We had been at last
released,

but, innocent

with contumely.

as we

were,

almost

And there had been cir-

cumstances attending our confinement which

had inspired mé with a profound dread of
any repetition of the experience.
No wonder, therefore, that

being now on

the less enlightened side of the Pyrenees—
the one-eyed man is king among the blind—
and in a country where the Germans were
for the time unpopular, no wonder that I
felt uncomfortable.
However, I put the
best face I could upon the matter and eyeing
my young friend steadily, repeated with an
emphasis

equal

to

his

own,

“Soy

Inglese,

senior! Inglese! Inglese ! Comprende uste ?”
He shook his head.
He did not believe
me: and I was fain to shake my shoulders
contemptuously,

when

a great idea seemed

to occur to him.
Fumbling in his pocket he
produced a handful of money, and showed it
to me.
I looked at the pesetas. He shook
the money in my face, put it away again,
and slapped his pocket. Then he touched
mine.
What consummate impudence! was my
first

thought.

He

wanted

to

be

bribed!

And he made no more of a secret of it than
if he were an Italian custom house officer!
Yet I could not be certain, and I glanced
aside at the others. Toa woman they were
agape with expectation.
I tentatively drew
some silver money from my pocket and
showed it. They all leaned forward; they
muttered, as they looked, a word of disappointment, they— No! The quickest-eyed
darted upon a coin in the little heap and
held it up with a shout of triumph.
It was
a Belgian half-franc. Their little stratagem
had succeeded.
I was a Belgian—probably
the same as a German in their eyes.
Not a little mortified I reiterated sulkily
that I was English and not Belgian, and
flung myself back in my corner.
They thought the case proved, and watched
me

warily.

whether

Presently

he would

my chief tormentor,

show his cleverness or
G
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me out of my own mouth, tapped

knee

and

asked

slowly,

“ Who

is the

king of England, Mr. Englishman?
the king of England?”
“Victoria!”

Who is

I cried briskly, “ Victoria !

Victoria!’””
And I beamed joyfully upon
him, ready to forgive him everything now
that I could clear myself.
“Ha! ha!
Victoria !”’
Alas, instead of the nod of assent I expected, he looked at me doubtfully, and then

stole a glance at each of his companions.
They were gazing doubtfully at him. The
truth dawned upon me. He had asked the
question at a venture, not knowing the
answer ; hoping perhaps that when he heard
the name he might recognise it. But he
did not know it. He had never heard of
her gracious majesty !
More, the failure of this stroke of genius

embittered his temper, and he proceeded to
demand my papels, with a stern determination to put up with no denial. “ Papels /
Papels!” he cried.
I should have acted more wisely perhaps
had I at once handed to him my passport,
but this long-continued badgering had affected
my mood also. Was I to show my papers
to every ignorant boor who chose to ask for
them? No, never! And I shook my head
contemptuously—with one eye upon a certain
heavy-headed stick, which was always near
my hand in Spain.
“ Papels, senor /”’ he cried imperatively.
“Guardia civile—papels—si!” was my
emphatic answer.
‘“ Uste—no! no! no!”
I meant that I would show my passport to
the police, but not to him.

Then he made me understand—somehow
—that he was an officer in the army, and
had a right to demand the papers.
For answer I touched his shoulders lightly
and shrugged mine. He was not in uniform :
no epaulettes !
Well, then began a hubbub which lasted,
as it seemed

to me,

for hours.

They all,

women as well as men, joined in the demand,
shouted, gesticulated, and a thousand

times

taunted me with being a German. The coach
stopped, changed mules—our team consisted
of seven,

eight, or nine, according

as the

stage was upon the level or uphill—went on
again through the darkness, and again
stopped, and still the five angry faces glared
into mine.
The driver interrupted us by coming to
the door. Did we want any supper? Of
course we did, and out we all bundled and
went into the inn. No, not all. My military
friend had disappeared to enter presently

ENGLISH
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with a couple of civil guards. A thousand
pardons, but would I show them my passport!
The gentlemen rose and clustered round me,
the ladies took their knives out of their
mouths ; all watched with a childish curiosity

my hand go to my pocket.
“ Muchissimas
gracias!
Muchissimas
gracias!”
(It sounds a trifle doggy but
it is good Castilian.) It was all over in a
minute.
Smiles sat upon every face as we
discussed the meal.
The gallant captain
pressed upon me some aguardiente, which I
did not like, and a cigar which was more to
my taste. The other male passengers presented me with cigarettes. We all bowed,
we

all laughed, we were the best friends in

the world until fate separated us.
A kind of sequel, touching the young
officer rather than myself, was the funniest
part of the business. One of the ladies was
his companion ; perhaps she was his wife,
perhaps his housekeeper merely.
At any
rate, she was dressed very plainly, a handkerchief over her wavy hair supplying the
place of hat or bonnet. She was tall, straight,
and comely, with brown locks and blue eyes
—a fine specimen of the Basque women, with
all their delicacy of complexion.
About
three in the morning he and she, and, in fact,
all but myself, descended at some cross-roads.
He had a light trunk, about the size of an
English officer’s uniform case, but of much
heavier make to all appearance.
It was
handed down with some difficulty from the
roof of the coach.
I wondered how the
dapper young fellow would carry it up to
the village, for there was no vehicle or servant in attendance.
He did not carry it.
He did something towards placing it on the
girl’s head! that was all. The last I saw of
them, the officer and gentleman was walking
jauntily away into the darkness, and the girl
with her hands on her hips, was stepping
almost as briskly after, the box poised lightly
on her gracious young head.
It is often said that the Spaniard is inordinately jealous of foreigners. Certainly
he has cause to be so. His railways and
mines are made with foreign capital and
managed by foreign hands. His steamboats
are engineered by foreigners even when
they are Spanish. A huge proportion of
the commerce of the country is carried
on by foreigners.
The hotels teem with
German, French, and English voyageurs de
commerce (not so many of these last be it
observed). Of the very vineyards the French
get the profit. And yet it is not quite true

that the Spaniards are jealous of aliens.
the

foreigner

as

a

ruler,

be it as

Of

Queen

ee
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e
a
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Consort, Queen Regent, or King, they are
inordinately, meanly, cruelly, jealous. Queen
Christina

and

King

Amadeo

know

harmless

But

stranger, wandering

“ Letters to the monarch tell
How Alhama’s city fell.
In the fire the scroll he threw,
And the messenger he slew,
Woe is me, Alhama !”

about

well disposed.
He will not only suffer him,
he will receive him with hospitality, and

conceal the curiosity he feels about him with
delicacy. The traveller on his side must be
ready with a polite greeting and a pleasant
address; for before all other races the
Spaniard (not of the nobility) is a gentleman, and gentleman-like regards all men as
his equals. In that poor country poverty is
no disgrace.
Aman in rags will address a
duke with self-respect, as well as with respect.
He does not know what it is to be awkward
but will

offer a cigarette to

a marquis or a millionaire, and accept one in
return with equal nonchalance and affability.
It is a fine feature in the lower classes.
There is, too, a rule of hospitality, more

or

less binding in the rural parts, the observance of which will earn for you some amount

of favour.
smoked

Whatever is eaten or drunk or

in public,

be

it

in

the
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road from Velez Malaga to Alhama, towns
famous in Moorish story,

the country for purposes inexplicable indeed,
but not believed to be bad, the average
Spaniard of the lower and middle classes is

in any presence,
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it well.

To the spy of course they are hostile.
to the

ENGLISH

railway

The final Moorish war was commenced by
the capture of Velez Malaga by the Moors,
and the taking by way of retaliation of
Alhama by the Christians.
When I passed
along this track, although the month was
February, the sun’s rays were pouring down

hot as those of an English August. There
is an awful dreariness which is unknown to
us, in this continual silent sterile glare.

flask was empty.

My

_There were no inns; and

as for water, there was not a drop for miles ;

it had all run off I fancy through the fissures
—made by a recent earthquake—which
gaped at intervals about the path.
Well, I had two oranges, and I sat down
in the shadow of a rock to eat them.
I had
nearly finished the first, mouthing it with
huge

pleasure

pig by pig, and

letting not

one drop of juice escape me, while my eyes
dwelt complacently

upon the other’s yellow

carriage, by the roadside, or in the coach,
a part of the feast should be offered to those
present.
Probably they will decline the

roundness, when
clambering over

offer: if they accept, they will try to return

I confess I was disgusted, and had half a
mind to suddenly fall asleep. But my virtue

the compliment in kind. In particular, if
the traveller meets a poor man, let him
proffer a cigarette, and more important still,

there was a rattle of hoofs
the stones, and a muleteer

with his beasts turned the corner.

rose

to

the

naranja?”
orange ¢”’

occasion.

I cried.

“ Quiere

“Will

uste

you

have

wna

an

accept one in return when—as will certainly
be the case—the other’s little packet is presented.
In the matter of food and drink
the offer may be declined, and the natives
have forms of polite refusal. But the cigarette
it is better to accept. They are cheap enough
in all truth, though as the papers are not
gummed, a certain happy knack is required
if the tyro would smoke them gracefully, or

but his eyes said “yes” so clearly, that
I felt compelled to repeat the offer, and with
a thousand thanks he took my golden treasure
and went his way devouring it. I gazed
from the one little pig—porculus carissimus
—left to me, to his retreating form.
Virtue
is its own great reward; but then it does

in-

to the bitter end.

not assuage thirst.

nly

To go off, apparently at a tangent. I see
myself toiling up a wide ravine filled with

That evening, however, a worse thing befel
me.
Darkness came on while I was still
upon the hills hurrying along the faint track,
that each moment as the light failed grew less
and less distinct. I thought I was very near

‘irl

ing
tly

and
and
pats

hen
of
ried
vith

chaotic unsightly hillocks, shut in on the left

by a snowy bluff of the Sierra Nevada, on
the right by a far-stretching wilderness of
dark mountains.
In front where these meet
isa pass, a sky-blue lunette, a semi-circular
bite taken out of the hill-wall, on

which I

He would not, he declared with politeness ;

Alhama ; but not a glimmer

from

window

or doorway was visible in front. I had no
mind to sleep out of doors without a cover-

e it

seem to have had my eyes for hours. Winding up through the valley runs a track, here

snch

a foot wide, a mere

true

box-bushes, there a trampled slough—dry at
present—with a frontage of fifty yards. It

noons were hot. I must keep my head cool,
keep to the path, and push on; and these
things I was doing, as I thought, when a
cry from far away to my left induced me to

ueen

1s-a typical mule-path ; and more,

halt,

stone staircase

between

it is the

ing, for the

nights

were

as chilly as the

and look out and listen.

The shout
G 2
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After a momentary hesitation,

see

nothing

save

the

ghostly

ENGLISH

houses uninjured ; not a score of which some
part had not fallen.

forms of rocks in darker outline against the
gloom, I stumbled cautiously towards the
He was

of course

in the road,

and I was not.
His keen eyes, sharpened
possibly by a grateful feeling, had espied me
as I branched off for goodness knows where ;
as goodness also only knows where, but

for him,

I should

have

spent

the night.

Virtue &e.
Indeed two hours of darkness ensued
before we reached Alhama.
Even then I
should scarcely by myself have known it for
a town, so completely had it been wrecked
by an earthquake—in December, 1884. We
had to pick our way through or over streets
heaped many feet high with rubbish, the
most dangerous parts being illuminated, after

the fashion of small towns in Spain, by dim
oil lamps swinging in the middle of the way
by a rope from a pulley.
The other end of
the rope by which the lanthorn is raised and
lowered is secured in a locked box let into the
wall. It isan old-fashioned contrivance, under
the charge of the sereno, as the night-watchman, a dingy semblance of the long-gone
London “ Charlie,” is called from his ery in
fine weather.
Many times I have awoke in
the night to hear him call the hour and the
weather in a high sing-song voice.
In
Madrid I have heard that each watchman
has a key to every house in his district, that
he may enter at once in case of necessity.

And certainly they carry so big a bunch of
keys at their girdle that this may be true:
but I do not think, were

I a householder

in

Spain, that I should like the plan over much,
the more as many of the watchmen are old
and

feeble.

Ay de mi, Alhama!
Woe is me, Alhama!
Indeed, before the earthquake the town contained nearly twelve thousand inhabitants.
Its ruins, or rather the wooden huts that
have been erected on a safer site, shelter

searcely half that number.
The place is
gloomily picturesque.
It stands upon the
edge

of a

great

chasm,

or barranca,

here cleaves the upland, a chasm

that

of mingled

beauty and horror, not unlike a better known
rift, which, alive with falcons and hawks,
surrounds Constantine in Algeria. Into this

gulf many of the houses of Alhama subsided
bodily. More totter upon its brink. My
visit to this town was a gloomy experience.
The most cruel sack in the most cruel times
would not have left a town so entirely pro-

strated.

otes
i

“* And on my soul Alhama weighs,
And on my inmost spirit preys,
Woe is me, Alhama.’

place from which I judged it to come.
Well, it was the voice of my friend of the

morning.
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There were literally not a dozen

Before

quitting

mention

a

the

strange

mule-path

custom

among its frequenters.

let

that

me

prevails

They clip, or singe,

with much care and art, the pattern of a
palm-leaf upon the necks of their mules and

donkeys.

I met

decorated.

The

with
men

many
talk

hundreds

to their

so

mules,

have pet names for them, and do not, I
think, treat them cruelly : not so harshly, at
any rate, as the townspeople deal with their
animals.
The largest and finest mules are

to be seen in the north of Spain, so there
may

be

truth

in the

statement

that

the

famous Spanish mules are bred in France.
Many well-to-do people in Madrid and the
towns
— ecclesiastics in particular — drive
mules instead of horses in their broughams.
While Madrid is in question I will say

very briefly what I thought of it. The
prevailing characteristic is untidiness—the
prevalence of matter in the wrong place.
There are backs of houses in the principal
streets ; there are dirty orange barrows on

the principal drives, and piles of chairs many
feet high, much broken, and very dingy also,
in the Prado ; everywhere are bits of paper,
odds and ends, scaffolding, and an immensity
of building materials apparently lost by
their owner.
It is a pretentious place, Madrid ; it takes

a siesta and keeps very late hours. I am
afraid to say at what time the evening
papers are published.
It
many carriages; people
would travel in omnibuses
a mark of position—keep
year, and live on beans

is also a town of
who in London
keep carriages as
them on £500 a
and pimiento; a

place also of crowded pavements.
The
Madrilenes live much in the open air, and
consequently the Puerta del Sol—the hub of
Madrid and the hub-bub also—may vie with
the most
London.

densely

peopled

pavement

of

There are three good things, however, in
the Spanish capital, and three only, I think.
Firstly, a clear and beautifully-tinted sky,
with

a

horizon

peculiarly

distant, and

gor-

geous sunsets.
As the city standing on a
slight eminence is surrounded by a vast
plain—high above sea-level—and almost
entirely lacks suburbs, a momentary glimpse
of the solitary undulating expanse is often
caught in the most crowded streets. This

SPANISH
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nine shillings—is about the average chargefor
bed, board, candles, service, wine, everything,

are the

pictures, and last and least the park or
gardens of Buen Retiro, from which the
sunset can be seen to perfection.
By the way there are theatres in Madrid

certainly supply a lack about St. James’.
Spain,

speaking

country.

generally,

No doubt there

is

are

a

cheap

exceptions;

Madrid is one great exception ; at the Hotel

de la Paix in that city I paid four pesetas
for a cold

shillings

baths.

Had

and

I taken

sixpence

one,

as,

I

spent at that hotel.

Iso,

sity
by

kes
am
1ing
n of
\don
S as
a

ys a
The
and

ib of

with
| a
r, in

rink.
sky,
goron &
vast
most

mpse
often

This

per

week

for

cold

Alas! I regret to say that I pre

ferred the fortuitous
in the wrong place

per,

0

bath.

need not say, is my custom every morning,
I should have been charged one pound two

uy
‘he
the
ce,
pal
on
ny
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has a strange effect upon one new to Madrid.

which lasts an hour, and comes out; if he
pleases he stays in his seat, pays another
fee, and after an interval of ten minutes
spe
en
atinn
sees another play. Would that some theatre
in our clubland would follow the example!
A play commencing at half-past nine or halfeven past ten, at a third
of the full price, would

ve

FANCIES.

The other good points of Madrid

which have hourly performances throughout
the evening. The visitor pays his peseta
(franc—tenpence) or two pesetas, sees a play

%ssl
oe

ENGLISH

collection of matter
for the few days I

Again, if you wish to

be rowed on board a, steamboat at Cadiz on
adark night, you will have to pay smartly.
But ordinarily low prices prevail.
The peseta, a modern silver piece worth
about a franc, is the legal coin in which

accounts should be computed ; and so far if
you understand French money, you understand Spanish. But in the rural parts the
old-fashioned “ real” is the unit of reckoning.
Asa coin it does not exist, in circulation at

if you stay only a day or two at each place.
Always ask for the inclusive price per day
when you go toa hotel. At Madrid I paid
fifteen pesetas a day for everything—except
cold baths, and possibly one or two other
extras.
At Seville at the best hotel in
Spain, with a room on the first floor, I paid,
I believe, thirteen pesetas.
That hotel was

the Hotel de Madrid—I write frankly.

At

Valencia

the

I was

very

comfortable

at

Hotel de France—or de Paris—at ten francs
a day. And I have had a very fair dinner
(with

wine),

a

tolerable

bedroom,

and

a

breakfast of coffee, milk, and toast, for
twenty reals, or a little over four shillings.
Occasionally prices are quoted in “ duros”’
five-peseta pieces, very like our old crowns.
English people cali these dollars.
A halfdollar and a two-peseta piece—like a halfcrown and a florin—are dreadfully apt to be
exchanged the one for the other—to the

invariable gain of the natives.
At times it is well to quarrel with

the

bill, but not always. Once at the Parador de
Samaria, at Palencia—a queer old cathedral

town built of unbaked bricks on the flattest
of plains—so flat a plain, so treeless that a
man starting two miles in front of you in
the morning, was a permanent feature of the
landscape until after noon, when if haply
you passed him, the sense of sudden solitude
was

so

great

that

you

swooned—at

this

queerly-named inn I had slept ill and breakfasted

badly;

and

a

bill

of nine

pesetas

seemed excessive.
So I grumbled, and the
landlady seeing it was a person of experience
with

whom

she

had

to

do, struck

off two

any rate; I do not know that it ever did,
But it stands for twopence halfpenny. Four

pesetas

reals goto the peseta.
huge hunch of bread

maid of the inn; and went my way upon
the best of terms with every one. It was
not until the next day that I discovered
among the change two dollars—of lead.
They were I need not say a great lo— No!
Avaunt Satan!
I will add nothing, and
invent nothing. They were no loss to me.
What did I do with them? Never mind.
I saw the sights, but I most enjoyed things
other than the sights—things less generally
known.
Among them I class a building
upon which I lit by chance one wet day
while walking with my brother between St.
Sebastian and Bilbao. It was a building of

stranger.

The

A glass of wine and a
cost one real—to the

two methods

sometimes lead to confusion.

of reckoning
When

I have

prepared my mind to face a bill of eight,
nine, or ten pesetas for dinner, bed and break-

fast, I have been horrified by a summons to
pay thirty.
“Cuanto ?”
I gasp, thinking I had
heard amiss.
“ Trente, senor.’
“Trente pesetas!
Por dios !”’ I remonstrate, bristling all over.
“No, senor, no!
Trente reales!’ replies

pleased.

without

demur.

I bestowed

Naturally

I was

a royal gift upon the

Dulcinea, smiling.
I colour, fumble hastily for the money,

grey stone, classic in style, and

and do not count the change.
It makes all
the difference, you see.
Ten or eleven pesetas a day—say eight or

low hills, which to the right were bleak and
barren, on the left more fertile; and it

large.
dwarfed

it was very

It stood in a narrow valley between
its surroundings.

It seemed

to
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The dome in its centre

steps is literally “‘the portrait of a gentle-

rose above the trees ; the vast flight of steps
in front rather forbade than invited approach.

man.”
In Spanish villages such as Loyola, parti-

In truth it was not so large as St. Peter’s at

cularly in the north, the

Rome,

large and solid, but from the rarity of their
windows have a peculiarly heavy and sullen
appearance.
The village roads, or streets,
sometimes end abruptly with the houses,
becoming merged, to the pedestrian’s extreme

but in its solitude

it seemed

as large,

and it was not unlike it.

I was wet through.

I was dirty, hungry,

and intensely uncomfortable.
But at the
sight of this pile so far from any centre of
life, so far, alas! even from a decent inn—
these matters survived only as a dark back-

ground

to my vivid

that?”

I asked

the

curiosity.

‘ What is

first peasant

whom

I

met.

houses

are

often

astonishment, in tracks more or less rough,
The ground-floor of the house is almost in-

variably given up to the cattle and mules,
The family live on the upper floor, ascending
by a step-ladder from the stable. Frequently
there is a clean bedroom on the first floor of
a house of this kind, uninviting and unpromising as is the approach to it. I did
not find the Spanish in their household

“That, sir,” he said, astounded by my
ignorance, and hastening to cross himself, as
it occurred to his sapience that I might be a
heretic—or worse,
“that
is the Church
and College of St. Ignatius of Loyola.
This
is the demesne of Loyola.
In the manorhouse yonder the blessed saint was born !”’
He passed on. I stood. Ignatius Loyola !

arrangements to be conspicuously more dirty
than the southern French.
The beds are
generally very clean, and free from anything
worse than a few fleas; things with which I

My eyes continued to dwell upon the quiet

have met even in England.

valley, and the old house that seemed

The word fonda pretty well translates our
hotel, which word is itself very common in
the towns.
The posada is a tavern where
wine and coarse food can be obtained, but at
which there is no regular sleeping accommodation.
These places most frequently
have no distinguishing sign; sometimes,

typical

of his life, for it turned its back to the vineyards, and faced the hill-side. But my mind
hurried away to very distant and different
scenes.
Spain was too small for it, as for
him.
It leapt the Pyrenees, and the wide
and narrow seas, and wherever men congre-

gated it read the name of Ignatius Loyola.

however, the green bush—which good wine,

In courts

according to the proverb, does not need—is
hung over the door.
To make one more mention of Ignatius of

and camps, and council-chambers,

in queens’ closets, and the closets of those
who should have been queens, wherever the
fate of men was in the balance, in streets and
marts and priests’ chambers and log-towns
it espied his handiwork.
Here he was born

—into the quiet presence of the things on
which we were looking, and hereabouts he

Loyola ; he was undoubtedly a great man,
which cannot be said of Philip the Second of

Spain, the husband of—among others—our
Queen Mary. Yet it is King Philip’s per-

trailed a pike and saw his narrow ambition
blighted.
But not here—out in the world

sonality which takes possession
of the stranger
and settles down upon him as a brooding
presence, and comes to be his conception of

at its widest he was strong to change the

Spain and the Spaniard.

current of life, to give a new lease of existence to the Church, to found the most
potent

fills Spain.
His name is a household word
from north to south and east to west.
He
stands forth, a type of the country in its
gloom, its religious spirit, and its sameness

Bah!
the

head

Facilis

ascensus

of the steps

Hifalutini!

before

us

stands

At
a

quiet figure. It seems to look down at us.
The gentle kindly features, the bald forehead, the slender studious form are those of
the first Jesuit.
The first Jesuit?
No, let
history say what it pleases, far as is this
quiet valley from Versailles and St. James's,
it is not more alien from their turmoil than

of prospect.

Philip’s memory

And the centre of his worship

is at the Escurial.
No words can picture to
one who has not been there the dreariness
and desolation of that spot, lying high and
cold and bleak and bare under the clear
Spanish sky, a grey cloister-palace in a desert
of grey hills. How it lacks life, how it lacks
verdure!
The visitor feels instinctively that

is the placid sculptured face above us from

it was a fit residence for the dyspeptic writ-

our ideal of the founder of the Society of
Jesus.
Wilkes was not a Wilkite, nor, me
judice, was Ignatius Loyola a Jesuit.
The
great church, rich in marbles, is bizarre,
and out of place, but the statue on its

ing-clerk,

the

little fair-haired,

weak-eyed,

big-jawed man, half Spaniard, half German
—and

how

many

parts

insane

it is impos

sible to say—who thence ruled Europe.
sullenness,

his obstinacy,

his bigotry

His
have
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thousand

within these narrow walls, lighted
windows, cowering by this fireplace,
this pen, writing upon this velvet
case, sitting in this chair, while his

go

farther—the

Dutchman

looks

curiously at the oppressor’s coffin, and reads
insanity in the eyes of his portrait. I caught
a Dutchman in the act of doing the former
thing: he spoke English and we exchanged
notes, while the Spanish custodian stood by
patiently, and held the candle.
There are several portraits of Philip at
the Escurial. The one in the library—by
Moro,

I think—is

well

known.

But

the

strangest, and that which is most in accord
ar
in
re
at

with his character, is contained

in a picture

by a painter whose name I have forgotten.
The picture represents a crowd of the just
seated in gorgeous robes upon a carpet or

m-

raft, or

ly

their ease to all appearance, while all round
them the wicked (among whom certain
enemies of Philip are graphically portrayed)

PS,

1e,
-is
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Other kings, young and old, have lived in it,
and are buried under it, but the visitor

cannot

re
ig
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made their marks upon the very building.
coming and going thinks of, and asks of,
and hears of Felipe dos—Felipe segundo, and
of him only.
Indeed, the Escurial is a very temple of
Nemesis. There every day the heretic strolls
about the darling church of the Master of
the Inquisition. The Englishman is invited
with many smiles and bows to sit in the seat
of him of the Armada.
And—retribution

d

ENGLISH

something

of that

are being swallowed

kind,

much

at

up by whales, devoured

yards this way or that,” but here,

by these
handling
writingsecretary

sat in that, a grandee in the other, a member

of the royal family in a fourth—here lived
Philip. The outer room is lighted by several
windows, and adorned with a dado of Dutch
tiles, white,

with a blue oak-leaf

on each;

with one or two of his pictures and some of
his tapestry.
Small and mean and semisubterranean as it is, this was his reception

room.
Within it, and but one-third
size, lighted only by such feeble rays
penetrate through the outer room,
king’s study, an unwholesome, airless
It contains his writing-table.
Within

of its
as can
is the
closet.

this again is a cell, lined with rich

marbles.
From it a casement opens upon
the church, directly upon the high altar
in fact; there is no other window.
Here
the king died, and the place is still heavy

with the oppression of that old tragedy.
My guide, a most courteous, intelligent
gentleman, could only whisper as we stood
together in the dim light, “‘ Acqui /” (Here !)
and point to the floor at his feet.
The
precise spot is well known, because only
from one point can both the high altar
without and the crucifix within be seen.
There the king lay for days dying in almost

by fire, or suffering other unpleasant things,

unendurable

of
in,
of
yur
eryer
ing

at which, of course,

loathed by his attendants, finding in the
relics which he had provided for this supreme

of

hat and feather, a stiff black coat, black silk

ory
ord
He

stockings, pumps, and an obtrusive sword,
mean, angular, and ungraceful, in his habit
as he lived he kneels among the saints. His
face is pallid, his eyes are upturned ; but he
ls on the carpet.
A monk with a faint

slippery staircase of marble brings to mind
the ghastly story of that later king, Charles
the Second.
His life was one long disease
of body and mind.
Europe waited for his

smile called my attention to this picture, and

night after night crawl down to gratify an
affrighted curiosity by viewing his kinsmen’s

its

eS8
hip
> to

1esS
and
lear
sert

cks

shat
rit-

yed,
man
pos-

the righteous

look

on

with pious resignation ; or, it may be, with
complacence.
But the gem of the picture—and if a gem,
a black or Roman pearl—is the figure of the
little king himself.
Primly attired—I cannot say dressed—in a black steeple-crowned

I derived very much enjoyment from it.
Partly under one of the raised side-aisles
of the chancel, partly without the church,
but still having a “ basement” air, are three
small rooms, to my thinking not only the

most interesting spot in Spain but one of the
most interesting historical relics in existence.
In these rooms Philip the Second, King of
Spain, the two Sicilies,
and Jerusalem, worked,
slept, and died.
The event and the location

His

are so certain—it is not “about here,” or
“somewhere near here,” or “ where this now

1ave

stands,”

“within

a hundred

yards,”

or “¢

moment

what

agony

the

comfort

shed blood as water.

death

of

he could.

Herod,

He

had

If well, then well ; but

if ill, then
What a retrospect

must his have been!

One breathes more freely even in the royal
vault, close, very close, by. Yet the shining

death, while the poor doomed wretch

would

remains, and then, maddened by the horror
of those sights, would flee back to his rooms

above,

a

frenzied,

raving,

maniac!

The

Escurial is young, a“ mere modern palace,
but it has seen much in its time.
May I say a word upon present politics?
With King Alfonso the Thirteenth, aged so

many

weeks, and

Ex-Queen

Maria de las

Mercedes, aged five years, and Queen Regent
Christina,
all
at
Madrid,
with
King
Amadeo, who once abdicated, in Italy, and
Queen Isabella, who was expelled, at Paris,
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and Don Carlos the Old Pretender at Venice,
and Don James the Young Pretender in
England, and Republican leaders here, there,
and everywhere—with all these rulers, past,
present, and to come, in existence, politics in

Spain should be lively, somewhat mixed, and
a little romantic. They are.
But some simple things may be predicated.
Spain, politically considered, possesses an

equator.

Find upon the map the town

of

Valencia on the east coast ; it is about midway as you run your eye down.
Draw

through the dot which represents it a horizontal line. That line represents the Spanish
political equator.
All above it—north of it
(de minimis non curat grex)—is Carlist; all
below it is Republican.
I asked a Valencian if this were so.
“TI
am told,” I remarked, “that at your town
the Republicans and Carlists meet ?”’
“Yes,” he said, “and the principle is
carried so far as this: that the northern half
of the city are mainly believers in the divine
right of kings, and the southern half in the
divine right of majorities.”
* But what of the present régime—the

constitutional monarchy ?”’ I asked.
The

gentleman

shrugged

his

“ Have they not the civil guards?”
and turned away.

shoulders.

he said,

ENGLISH

FANCIES.

No doubt this must be taken with a grain

of salt.

A settled government

supporters

in the

large

class

has always
who

would

suffer in person or property in the event
of disturbances.
Another factor which also
has had to do with the continuance in power
of the present family, has been the personal
popularity of the late king. His youth, his
courage, and his keen enjoyment

of all the

things of this life, won him the liking of the
common people in an extraordinary degree.
In his pleasures it may be that he resembled

an equally popular English king, who was
once a synonym for cheerfulness.
But he
also displayed in his public life a similar
prudence and astuteness.
His death was a
grievous misfortune for Spain which could
better have spared a hundred better men—
if, in all senses of the word, she possessed
them. His seat upon the throne had been
growing each year more secure, and another
decade of peace and good government—things

now precarious—would not only have worked
wonders in the improvement of the country,
materially considered, but have fostered the

growth of a stable love of tranquillity and
order.
However, the king is dead.
Let us
hope for the best.
Long live the king!

Viva el rey!
STaNLEY

J. WEYMAN.

COVENTRY.
OVENTRY is, historically
speaking,
many-sided.
The

city has played its

part in most of the great

high above all other objects.

In the fore-

ground on the right is the spire of Christ
Church, where the church of the Greyfriars

once stood.

Behind it, on the high ground

movements,
religious,
social, political, and military, which have made
England
what
she is,

one of our best monuments of perpendicular
architecture, which now stands surrounded

and yet her life, unlike
that of many of our great medieval cities,
has been one of sustained vigour up to
the present day. It does not stop short with

figure in the embrace of a skeleton.
The
tower was begun in 1373 by two brothers,
William and Adam Botoner, wealthy citizens

id

the downfall of this or that institution.
The city received a rude shock at the dissolution of the monasteries, and another
when its fortifications were dismantled at
the Restoration, but it recovered from both.

The introduction of the silk trade early in
the eighteenth century, and of the watch
manufacture somewhat later, restored it to

prosperity, and continued the commercial
traditions established in earlier times by the
manufacture

of clothing.

in the

middle

of the town,

is St. Michael’s,

by scaffolding poles, like a beautiful human

of Coventry.
that the whole

There

is indeed

a tradition

of the church was

built

by

members of this family, and that an inscription to this effect was

found

in the chureh

engraved on a brass plate.

The truth, and

even

inscription

the

existence

of the

has

been denied by good authorities, but one
would gladly believe in it, and if it never
existed it is curious that so definite a record
of its very words should have been preserved.
It is said to have run thus :—

<A falling off in

the watch trade brought to some extent its
own remedy. It was no doubt owing to the
presence of a large number of skilled machinists with little work to do, that Coventry
became the headquarters of the bicycle manufacture, and thus one of our most ancient
cities is now associated with our youngest
form of industry.
Each phase of its development has left a
mark upon the architecture of the town, but
the ecclesiastical element is foremost from
whatever side one approaches.
The recent
growth of the city has surrounded the old
domestic and municipal buildings, in which it

“ William and Adam

built the tower,

Ann and Mary built the spire ;
William and Adam

built the church,

Ann and Mary built the quire.”
To the left of St. Michael’s

and

on

the

same level stands Trinity Church, which is
fine enough to make the architectural reputation of any town, though here it suffers by
comparison with St. Michael’s.
One may

form a faint idea of what the beauty of the
town must have been when the gap between

is so rich, with a ring of modern houses, for
the most part commonplace enough. As one

these two spires was filled by the three which
adorned the abbey church—in this respect a
twin sister of the cathedral at Lichfield, with
which city Coventry so long combined to give

enters by the Warwick Road, the three spires,
which survive of the famous seven, tower

its title to the great Midland diocese.
The topography of Coventry will be easily
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understood

if it be borne

in mind that the

lords of the manor,

Roger

de

came

the house of the Franciscans with the manor

the centre

of the town.

On

it were

sold the lordship of Coventry to the abbey,

afterwards built the two great churches
dedicated to St. Michael and the Trinity,
and also St. Mary’s Hall. To the south of

The house of the Carmelites, or Whitefriars,
was not far off, in the south-east corner of

these buildings

the main street runs, under

the town.

various names,

in a tolerably straight line

town lie near

these

gates

have

house and park was excepted from the sale,
The most picturesque parts of the
the churches, to the north of
the main street, and east
of Cross Cheeping, which

takes the first part of its
name from a great cross
erected herein 1423. The
market, from which the

second part of the name

long

is derived,

since disappeared, and it
is in these two directions
that the town seems to
have first spread far beyond its original limits.
The central portion of
this street is still called

Earls

of

from

Chester,

has

the

nearly

who

meet

are

until

churches. To
, east of them
Lane, which
years since
a row
of

extinction

of

the male line in the
reign of Henry ILI.
A large and beautiful
old house stands in this
street, and is known as
the Palace, but whether
it ever was really a palace
and to whom it belonged
is not known. The only thing
which can be said of it with

church.

only side on which the town

west

of

the

the southis Bailey
some few
contained
timbered

tion,

a

carved

These
down,
walk a
part of
coming
of old
founda-

beam,

or

a

scrap of exquisite moulding
built into a new wall.
As

The

manor house and park of Cheylesmore were on the south ; the

the

houses with beautifully

it was not the bishop's palace.
This stood to the north-east of
Michael’s

to

carved
gables.
have been pulled
but one cannot
few yards in this
the town without
upon some relic
Coventry—an old

any degree of certainty is that
St.

re-

overhead,

were lords of the manor
the

been

moved to a more convenient place, and a cabstand now occupies the
middle of the broad
roadway.
Bull Ring,
Butcher
Row,
and
Little Butcher Row, a
narrow alley in which
the roofs of the houses

Earl Street, a name possibly derived

==

when

Montalt, who succeeded the Earls of Chester,

from west to east.
At the
time when the city walls
were built it was terminated on the west by Spon
Gate, near St. John’s
church, and on the east
by Gosford Gate.
Both

ine

and

town gradually grew up round the abbey.
The abbey stood on a hill which thus be-

_
faa

hae

one

walks

northwards

ex-

amples of ancient building become

is still confined within its
rarer, and when the grammar school
FORD'S
THE QUADRANGLE,
ancient boundaries.
A picturis passed one finds oneself in a
HOSPITAL,
esque manor
house is still
From a drawing by Parry
district entirely modern.
TOWNSEND.
standing, though of course it
The monastery which thus beis not the original building
came the centre of an important
which was the occasional residence of so
city was founded by Leofric, husband of the
many kings and princes.
The name of
famous Godiva, in the reign of Edward the
Confessor, and rivalled in importance the
the park is still preserved in Much Park
Street and Little Park Street which run from
abbey of Westminster, which the king himself founded about the same time.
In the
the main street in the direction of Cheylesreign of William Rufus its wealth attracted
more.
In this part of the town stood the
monastery of the Greyfriars, one of whose
Bishop Robert, who removed his seat from
earliest settlements in England was here.
Chester to Coventry, just as his predecessor,
Peter, had been tempted by the abbey of St.
They were under the special protection of the

ars

gun ncn HEE

-_

ee
Payiy{twrrera zw
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THE

a drawing

ABBEY,

PRIORY

by Patty

ROW.

Townsend.

beunt
the

Werburg at Chester to leave Lichfield.

the

learn from

the

feuds between the monks and the bishop from
this time until the reign of Richard I., when
the monks made an attack upon Bishop Hugh,
and were punished by expulsion. They were,

were not likely to deal gently with the
memory of so notorious a supporter of the
secular against the regular clergy as Bishop
Hugh.
This expulsion was the second in

however, reinstated before the end of the
reign, apparently by the dying request of the

the

im-

the

ted

‘om

sor,

St.

bishop.

Dugdale

that

there were

We

constant

However, this whole story, resting

entirely
received

on
monkish
with caution.

course

of about

authority,
must
be
Monastic chroniclers

half

a century,

but

the

former was effected by military violence.
It occurred during the wars of Maud and

COVENTRY.
That one of his own ancestry
Drove forth the monks of Coventry,
Bid him his fate explore !
Prancing in pride of earthly trust,
His charger hurled him in the dust,
And by a base plebeian thrust,
He died his band before.’ ”

The prosperity which the favour

of Henry III. brought to
monastic institutions generally
was chequered in the case of
Coventry
by the fact that
Kenilworth Castle, the chief

:
4:

stronghold of Earl Simon de
Montfort,

was

miles away.

only some

six

The earl seems t«

4

have made repeated raids upon

Se

Coventry and to have harried
the loyal monks unmercifully,
but in spite
of all drawbacks the

monastery grew and

prospered.

Its history henceforth is of little
general interest.
At the dissolu-

» Hy

ioe

tion the monastery,

with the cathe-

dral, was demolished by the special

order of the king.

A portion of

the building was exposed to view
some years ago when the foundations of the new Bluecoat School

were being prepared, and this fragment, with a piece of old wall
which has been preserved by being
built into the new school, is all that

remains above ground of the great
abbey.

As Lady Godiva, the wife of Ear]
Leofric, had much to do with the

foundation of the abbey, perhaps
something should be said here of the
ay

Stephen,

),

when
Robert
Marmion,

°

else

has

done

more

than

to

make

the

name

familiar

to the ear of

all English-speaking people.

There

is abundant
evidence
that Godiva
was a benefactress of Coventry in

general,

of Sir Walter
Scott’s hero,
drove out the
monks and held
the place against
the partisans of
Maud. Theabbess
°
in the poem quotes
his fate as a warn.

which

of Coventry

an ancestor
=+

legend

anything

and

of

the

monks

in par-

ticular,
but the exploit to which
she owes her
fame rests on no

contemporary
writer

OW hee.

LITTLE BUTCHER ROW.
;

.

—

ing
to his descendant,
From a drawing by Party Towxsexp.
bent on an act of sacrilege:
$d,’ im solemn voice she eaid,
‘Thy master, bold and bad,
The records of his house turn o’er ’

And when he shall there written see

The

mentions

first
it

is

Matthew
of Westminster,
who
wrote some two and a half cen.
»
.
turies after Godiva’s death.
Peeping Tom, on whom Lord Tennyson

Riei
Fy

authority.

who

.

y

:

has poured out the vials of his
wrath, does not occur even so

early as this.
It becomes more difficult
every year to deny his existence when one is
in Coventry,.

increasing

for effigies
S

in number.

of him

are

Scarcely an

rapidly-

import-

ig
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ant street does not possess one.

All these

him. He is gazing with no attempt at concealment from a window.
The figure is ancient, but whatever it was
originally intended to represent, it certainly
was not Peeping Tom.
It has been suggested with some probability that it may
have been one of the figures carried in the
guild processions. A somewhat similar figure,
as

the

Knave’s

Post,

stands

guilds,

better

known

as

in

converted

into

a

long

room,

the building

little

building

of

Henry

St. John’s

VIII.’s

time.

may

be said to begin in the reign of Edward III.

The family of Montalt, which succeeded the
Earls of Chester in the lordship of the manor,
did little for Coventry, and, as we have seen,
Roger sold most of his rights to the monks.
To the extinction of his family two gene‘ations later the great prosperity of Coventry
during two centuries is mainly due. Robert,
the last of the line, left the manor of Cheylesmore to Isabel, queen of Edward II.
Edward

III.,

who

inherited

it from

his

mother, saw the admirable position of the
town from a military point of view and did
all in his power

to strengthen

its defences

and to secure the affection of its inhabitants.
He gave

whose

the

well

side with

city arms.

manor

known
the

to the

crest

elephant

He

granted

Black

Prince,

appears
and

to

side by

castle

the

in the

town

a

} The king’s standard beareratCrecy was a Coventry
man,

Onley

by name.

He

settled

in Calais,

and

of which

were

Michael’s

spire, begun

L1., for we find that

the king granted the liberty to dig stone in
the park of Cheylesmore for the walls, and
especially for the building of Spon Gate near
“the chapel of Babelake,” better known as

but

The municipal history of Coventry

of St.

in the reign of Richard

the vaulting and all essential features of
the building remain.
The gate of the
monastery also exists. It stands in Much
Park Street, and the gatehouse has been
ingeniously converted into two cottages. We
have already mentioned the church of the
Greyfriars; of their monastery
nothing
remains except, perhaps, some very solid
masonry at the back of Ford’s Hospital, a
beautiful

important

towards the close of Edward’s reign. The
nave was not built until the reign of Henry
VI. The walls seem to have been finished

Whitefriars.

Two interesting fragments of this monastery
survive, no doubt because they were capable
of being adapted to modern requirements.
A considerable portion of the main building,
including one side of the cloisters, now forms
part of the workhouse.
The cloister arches
have been filled with glass and the space
within

the most

founded in his reign, and the famous Guildhall, named from the guild of St. Mary, was
first built. The greater part of the present
building belongs to the early part of the
next century, the beautiful wooden gallery
having been erected in the mayoralty of John
Perry, 1420. We have already referred to

another part of the town.
Next in importance to the great Benedictine abbey was the monastery of the
Carmelites,

93

charter of incorporation, the first mayor, John
Ward, being elected in 1347, and began to
build the city walls. The prosperity which
resulted from the royal favour is attested by
the development of trade, and by the activity
in building which naturally followed it. The
king gave charters to several of the city

are copied more or less inaccurately from a
curious figure in a kind of cocked hat,
which, tradition says, is intended to represent

known

.

his

son, John Onley, mayor of Coventry in 1396, was the
first Englishman born in Calais.

church, which

had been founded

in the previous reign. More guilds were
founded in this and the next reign, and the
jealousy of younger rivals felt by the older
companies appears in a patent granted by
Henry V. that no more guilds should be
founded.
In the reign of Richard II. occurred the event by which Coventry is most
widely known to those who, like the great
Duke of Marlborough, derive their knowledge
of history from the plays of Shakespeare.
The duel between the Dukes of Hereford
and Norfolk was fixed to take place upon St.
Lambert’s Day, 1398, on Gosford Green, a
little distance outside the eastern gate of the
town. With the aid of Holinshed, from
whom Shakespeare derived the plot and many
details of the play, we may imagine for
ourselves the scene of the combat :
“The duke of Aumerle that daye being
highe constable of Englande and the duke
of Surrey, marshall, placed themselves betwixt
them,

well armed

and apointed,

and

when

they sawe their time, they first entred into
the listes with a great company of men apparelled

in silk

sendall,

embroidered

with

silver both richely and curiously, every man
having a tipped staffe to keepe the fielde in
order.
*“ Aboute the houre of Prime came to the
barriers of the listes the duke of Hereford,
mounted on a white courser, barded wyth
greene and blew velvet embroydered sumptu-

ouslye wyth Swans and Antelops of goldsmithe’s worke, armed at all points.”
When the duke had taken the oath that

~y
oea

|

wf!

%
Lo

“

‘

BUTCHER

From

a drawing

his quarrel was just, he “ discended from his
horse and set hym downe ina chaire of greene
velvet at one end of the listes, and there
reposed himselfe, abiding the coming of his
adversary.”
Then came the king with his
retinue of peers: Holinshead tells us that he
had present ten thousand men in armour,
“least some
fray or tumult
might rise
amongst his nobles by quarrelling or partakee

We

ing.”

The Duke of Norfolk then entered,

ROW.

by Patty

TowNnsenp.

“His
velvet,

horse

being barded

embroidered

richly

with
with

crimosen
Lions

of

silver and mulberry trees, and when he had
made his othe that his quarrell was iust and

true, he entred the fielde manfully, saying
aloude : God aide hym that hath the righte;
and then hee departed from his horse, and

sate hym downe

in his chaire

crimsen velvet, courtined
and redde damask.”

which was

aboute with white

COVENTRY.
Holinshed tells us

further

that

Hereford became Henry IV.; and it may,

Hereford

perhaps, explain Bagot’s escape from

was “lodged like a quarter of a mile without
\

;
:
‘

:

the towne in a tower
Wil. Bagot.”

that

belonged

This was of course

the

THE

when

Bagot

taken and executed. It is at any rate certain
that Bagot was released after a short im-

however, probably mistaken

of Hereford’s lodging.

MANOR

as to the locality

He no doubt stayed

at Baginton Castle, about two miles to the
south of Coventry, which belonged to Bagot.
The hospitality which he then received would
account for the pardon granted to Bagot when

Bushy and

Green

were

prisonment, and that his estates were restored

HOUSE,

a drawing

his fellows

Bristol

to Sir

who figures side by side with Bushy and
Green in Shakespeare’s play. Holinshed is,

From
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to him.
The Duke of Norfolk had a castle
at Caludon, not two miles from Gosford Green,

in the direction of Coombe abbey, part of
which is still standing.

The

town

was

greatly favoured

kings of the house of Lancaster.

by the

Two

Par-

COVENTRY.

the interrupted duel between Hereford and
Norfolk. The Paston Letters give us glimpses
of the great lords who

visited

Coventry in

this reign at the chief festivals of the church,
and of the lawless conduct of themselves and

their retainers. Naturally the city was one of
thestrongholds of the Lancastrian party when
Edward IV. returned after his hasty flight.
The

citizens,

however,

were

punished

for

their defection only by a small fine, and a
renewal

of royal favour

was

assured

by a

visit from the king. Richard III. and Henry
VII. also visited Coventry, but the greatness
of the city was now rapidly drawing to a
close.
The dissolution of the monasteries
came at a time when the firm establishment

of the reigning dynasty rendered walled
cities of less importance than they had been
for at least a century and a half ; so the oecupation of Coventry was doubly gone. The force of
the blow may be imagined when we read that
the population of the city fell within

a few

years from fifteen thousand to three thousand.
The abbey with its church was

pulled down

by the express command of the king. As if
in anticipation of the impoverishment of the
town several hospitals and almshouses were
founded at the beginning of the sixteenth
century. Of these Ford’s Hospital for old
women, in Greyfriars Lane, though the
smallest is by far the most beautiful and has
suffered least from restoration.
It was
founded in 1529.

Some twenty years earlier

Thomas Bond, a mayor of the city, founded
almshouses for old men of the Trinity and
Corpus Christi guilds.
These almshouses
though much restored, form with the Bablake

School for boys, founded in Elizabeth’s reign,
and St. John’s church, a fine group of ancient
buildings.
In the interior is a room lined
with

beautiful

Jacobean

panelling,

and

a

portrait of John Hales, one of the chief
benefactors of Coventry, who bought a great
deal of church property after the dissolution,

fled abroad in the reign of Mary, and re-
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liaments were held there, one by Henry IV.,

the other by Henry VI., who also raised the
city with its dependent villages to the rank of
a separate county.
It was here that the
Duke of York was attainted in 1459, and
here that Earl Rivers was executed ten
years later, on Gosford Green, the scene of

turned after the accession of Elizabeth, to
establish on the site of St. John’s Hospital—
a foundation of the time of Henry II.—the
grammar school which he had planned some
He did more for the school
years before.
than merely found and endow it. He wrote
three books for school use, to further the
welfare, intellectual, moral, and physical, of
the pupils.
These were Jntroductiones ad
Grammaticam, A Highway to Nobilitie, and

Precepts for the Preservation of Health.

Few

benefactors, probably, have had larger views
than his as to the functions of a founder.
The most remarkable episode in the other-

wise peaceful history of Bond’s Hospital is @

WHITEFRIARS’

From

tragedy which occurred there in 1619.
of the almsmen,

John

Johnson,

GATE,

a drawing

poisoned

One
no

less than eight of the brethren with ratsbane.
He seems to have been inspired by no particular enmity against his victims, but simply
by ambition to become senior brother of
the house.
The authorities must have been
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slow to think evil, or John Johnson must
have been a skilful poisoner, for it was not
until the death of his eighth victim that he

was suspected and questioned, whereupon he
promptly poisoned himself.
He was buried
in the church, but his guilt being clearly

established, his body was dug up again, and
H
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buried in Leicester highway, “ with a stake
through it, according to law,” as Dugdale
gravely tells us.
Another

Thomas

benefactor

White,

of

who was

Coventry

mayor

was

in 1521.

He left money for various charitable objects,

and his name is honoured in Coventry more
than any of those which we have already
mentioned, perhaps because his bounties take

the form of ready money.

Educational foun-

dations are so plentiful in the town that at
the hours when children go out of school one

might sometimes imagine oneself in a sixteenth century town, the streets are filled with
costumes of the form with which Christ’s
Hospital has familiarised Londoners, but of
many shades of colour. It needs the noiseless
flight of a string of bicycles, or the sudden
view of a recently restored building to

bring one back to the realities of modern

estates of the old Cistercian monastery had
come by his marriage with the heiress of
their purchaser.
The attempt of the conspirators was more nearly successful than
most historians, Lingard among them, have
realised.
A raid was actually made upon
Coombe, but the adventurers gained nothing
but a few horses.
Lord Harrington had
received warning just in time, and had
lodged his ward safely within the walls of
Coventry.
In the following reign the city earned
distinction of a very different kind, by being

one of the first towns which refused to admit
the king’s army when he was on his way to
set up his standard at Nottingham.
near an old inn, the Blue

Boar, about

The sudden fall of the fortunes of Coventry
prepares

under

us

for hearing

Edward

long reign

VI.

and

of Elizabeth

little of the town

Mary.

Even the

brings little news.

to

she

Coventry, which

in the

mayor’s

custody, when

she

was housed in St. Mary’s Hall, where there
still exists a letter from the queen as to her

safe keeping.

The second occasion was later

on, and this time she was lodged at the Bull

Inn, in Smithford

Street, which was pulled

down in 1793 to make way for the barracks.
Elizabeth herself visited the town in 1565.
Perhaps it was on this occasion that the
traditional address was delivered :

the

king was

avenged.

To which the queen is said to have answered,
with the very rough and ready wit which
she inherited from her father:

finds a fitting end.
The introduction in the
eighteenth century of new trades and manifactures, and the revival of prosperity which
followed, are matters of less general interest.
There is, however, one recent association
which concerns all who have any love of

English literature.

It must not be forgotten

her

in the

pianoforte

Good Lord ! what fools ye be.”

Coventry had

its share

there

are many Warwickshire ladies who received
their first teaching from

the kindly woman

whose greatest pupil was Mary Anne Evans.
Some account

Latin,

is_ still

church, and

of George

Eliot’s

school

life

is contained in Miss Blind’s biography, which
has been too widely read to need quotation
here. The plain solid house in the Warwick

“Ve men of Coventrie,

in

walls of

II. in 1662.
Here our sketch of the history of Coventry

organist of St. Michael’s

a pamphlet

The

had stood for three eventful

centuries, were demolished by order of Charles

instructed

Your gracious majestie.”

From

the

that to Coventry George Eliot owed her
early education.
The veteran musician who

“We men of Coventrie
Be very glad to see

Barclay, author of the <Argenis,
supported by the city records, we

to admit

army, an assault was made upon the city,
which would no doubt have been successful
but for the timely arrival of reinforcements
under Lord Brooke.
In the violent reaction
which followed the Restoration this insult

Mary, Queen of Scots, was here twice during
her years of confinement in England ; once
was

seven

miles from Coventry, is said to have been
the road by which the king’s army arrived.
On the refusal of the citizens

life.

A country

lane which crosses the highway to London

by

John

which is
find that

in frustrating the

schemes of Catesby and the other authors of
the Gunpowder Plot. It is well known that
an important part of their plans was to seize

the Princess Elizabeth and make her queen.
She was at this time living at Coombe abbey,
about three miles from Coventry, under the
care of Lord Harrington, to whom the

Road which was once Miss Franklin’s school,

and the little room containing the globe and
other

school furniture

which

George

Eliot

used, have peculiar interest from their connection with one of the greatest names in
English literature.

We have left untold the history of Coventry
during the last two centuries, because it
closely resembles that of hundreds of English
towns which have no earlier history at all.
Perhaps a lover of picturesque antiquity

COVENTRY.

might even find it in his heart to wish that
the trade of Coventry had never revived;
that the town had slept, like some enchanted
palace, unconscious of the bustle and varied

energy of modern life, with its treasures of
art and monuments of history untouched
by any hand ruder than that of Time, which,
even while it destroys, adds new beauty,

and at least never shocks the eye by startling

INDE
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incongruities.
On the other hand there is
a certain charm in the thought that the
ancient city, which grew with the early growth

of England,

has

still vitality

of beauty and fitness, are

you,

like

but fresh

SPES.

whirling

banners

Like spray

crests

Faded,

flutter

you

of

scattered
on

to

chapters

of a history which can never lose its interest.
HERBERT WILKINSON.

before

the

blast,

Eddying and hast’ning in your fitful play,
Sighing a requiem o’er the Summer past,
Falling and drifting as it dies away.
Tender and green, you clothed the boughs in May,
Shaded us, fanned us, in July’s fierce heat.
Now, when October makes his ruthless way,
Golden and crimson, but in wild retreat
Seem

enough

accommodate itself to changed conditions of
life, and that those very contrasts of new
and old, which too often jar upon one’s sense

your

a

broken

force,

from a plunging
downward

wave ;

course,

Withered, wind-carried to a woodland grave.
Yet now, as then, to me good hope you bring,

Life after Death, after long Winter, Spring.
J. M. Scorr-Moncrierr.
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V.

HIS event, which set me
completely free, caused a
repetition of certain formalities.
The doctor visited
me, and regaled me with
doleful words and _ sighs.
In the course of conversation I endeavoured to
extract
from him some

information

as

to

illness from which
so long a sufferer,
I could obtain from
always been “ weak,
“low, very low,”

been

years

the

form

married couple to Rosemullion to attend to

wasting

away.”
so on.

His speech was full of feeble medical platitudes, and threw no light whatever upon the
subject.

“In such cases,” he said, “all we can do
is to sustain, to prescribe strengthening
things, to stimulate, to invigorate, to give
tone to the constitution.
I have remarked
many times that the poor lady might go off
She had the best of nurses,

the best of nurses!
Mrs. Fortress is a most
exemplary woman.
Between you and me,
she understood your mother’s ailments almost
“Tf

she did not understand them a great

better,”

I thought,

domestic matters.
Three days after my mother’s funeral Mrs.

Fortress

came

to wish me good-bye.

Al-

though there had ever been a barrier between

us I could not fail to recognise that she had
faithfully performed her duties, and I invited
her to sit down.

She took a seat, and waited

for me to speak. She was wonderfully composed and self-possessed, and had such perfect
control over herself that I believe she would
have sat there in silence for hours had I not
been the first to speak.

“You

are

going

away

for

good, Mrs.

Fortress ?”’ I said.
“ Yes, sir,” she answered, “ for good.”
It was the first time she had ever called

me “sir,” and I understood it to be a recognition of my position as master of Rosemullion.

“Do you intend to seek another service?”
I asked.

as well as I did.”

deal

At my desire the lawyer undertook for

my mother had been
but all the satisfaction
him was that she had
very weak,” and always
and that she had for

was too slow, and so on, and

at any moment.

consider she had any longer authority in the
house, and that she would soon be leaving.”’
a while the supervision of affairs, and sent a

She suffered from “sleeplessness,” she suffered from “ nerves,” her pulse was too quick,
her heart

lamented father entertained the highest
opinion of her, and always mentioned her
name with respect. The kind of woman
that ought to have been borna man.
Very
tenacious, very reserved—a very rare specimen indeed.
Altogether an exception. By
the way, I saw her a few minutes ago, and
she asked me to inform you that she did not

of

“gradually

peculiar

(continued).

“she

must

have

known very little indeed.”
In my conversations with the lawyer Mrs.
Fortress’s name also cropped up.
“A most remarkable woman,” he said,
ae
strong-minded, self-willed, with iron nerves,
and at the same time exceedingly conscientious and attentive to her duties.
Your

“No,
enter

sir;

it is

service

again.

not likely I shall
You are aware that

your father was good enough to provide for
me.
“Yes, and

I am

pleased that he did so.

Had he forgotten, I should have been glad
to acknowledge in a fitting way your long
service in our family.”
“You are very kind, sir.”

vS
=
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“ Where do you go to from here?”
“T have a home in Cornwall, sir.”
“Indeed.
I do not remember that you
have ever visited it.”
“Tt is many years since I saw it, sir.”
“ Not once, I think, since you have been
with us.”
“ Not once, sir.”

“Your duties here have been onerous.
Although we are in mourning you must be

101

now ; they have fallen from me into my
mother’s: grave.
Surely you cannot, in
reason

or

justice, refuse

to answer

a few

simple questions.”
“Upon the subject you have referred to,
sir, I have nothing to tell.”
“That is to say, you are determined to
tell me nothing.”
She rose from her chair, and said, “ With

she, like myself, was dressed in black ; but

your permission, sir, I will wish you farewell.”
“No, no; sit down again for a few

she made no comment on my remark.

minutes.

glad to be released.”

I pointed to her dress ;
“ Will

you give me your address, Mrs. Fortress?”
“ Willingly, sir.”
She wrote it on an envelope which I placed
before her, and I put in into my pocketbook.
“Tf I wish to communicate with you, this
will be certain to find you?”
“Yes, sir, quite certain.”
“ Circumstances may occur,” I said, “which

may render it necessary for me to seek information from you.”
“ Respecting whom, or what, sir?”
“Tt is hard to say. But, perhaps respecting
my mother.”
“T am

afraid,

sir, it will

be useless

to

communicate with me upon that subject.”
“Mrs.

Fortress,’

I said, nettled

at

the

decisive tone in which she spoke, “it occurs
to me that during the many years you have
been with us you have been unobservant
of me.”
“You are mistaken, sir.”

“ Outwardly unobservant, perhaps I should
have said. When you entered my father’s
service I must have been a very young child.
Iam now a man.”
“Yes, sir, you will be twenty-two on your
next birthday.
I wish you a happy life,
whether it be a long or a short one.”
“And being a man, it is natural that I
should desire to know something of what has
been hidden from me.”
“You are assuming, sir, that something
has been hidden.”
“IT have not been quite a machine, Mrs.
Fortress.
Give me credit for at least an
average amount of intelligence. It is not
possible for me to be blind to the fact that
there has been a mystery in our family.”
“Tt is you who say so, sir, not I.”
“T know, and know, also, that of your

own prompting you will say little or nothing.
To what can I appeal? To your womanly
sympathies, to your sense of justice? Until
this moment I have been silent. As a boy
I had to submit, and latterly as a man.
My
parents were living, and their lightest wish
was a lawtome. But the chains are loosened

I will not

detain

you

long, and

I will endeavour not to press unwelcome
questions upon you. In all human probability this is the last opportunity we shall
have of speaking together; for even supposing that at some future time you should
yourself desire to volunteer explanations
which you now withhold from me, you will
not know how to communicate with me.”
“Ts it your intention to leave Rosemullion, sir?”

“T shall make speedy arrangements to
quit it for ever.
It has not been so filled
with light and love as to become endeared to
me. I shall leave it not only willingly but
with pleasure, and I shall never again set
foot in it.”
“There is no saying what may happen in
the course of life, sir. Have you made up
your mind where you are going to live?”
“In no settled place. I shall travel.”
“ Change of scene will be good for you, sir.
It is altogether the best thing you could do.”
“Of that,” I said impatiently, “I am the

best judge. My future life can be of no
interest to you. It is of the past I wish
to speak. Have you any objection to inform
me for how long you have been in my
mother’s service?”
“You were but a little over two years of
age, sir, at the time I entered it.”
“For nearly twenty years, then. You do
not look old, Mrs. Fortress.”

“T am forty-two, sir.”
“Then you were twenty-three when you
came to us?”
“ Yes, sir.”

“We were poor at the time, and were
living in common lodgings in London?”
“ That is so, sir.”

“My father’s means were so straitened,
if my memory does not betray me, that every
shilling of our income had to be reckoned.
You did not—excuse me for the question,
Mrs. Fortress—you did not serve my parents
for love?”
“No, sir; it was purely a matter of business between your father and me.”
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between us I should be the victor.
“My
questions are very simple.
Do you ever
hear the sounds of music, without being able
to account for them?”

“You are—again I beg you to excuse me
-not the kind of person to work for nothing,

or even for small wages.”

“Your father paid me liberally, sir.”
*“ And yet we were
came
suddenly and
fortune,

my

father

give me a shilling.
have

so poor that until we
unexpectedly into a
could

never

afford

The

question,

simple

as

it was,

startled,

and for a moment almost unnerved me,
What she suggested had occurred to me, at

to

intervals perhaps of two or three months,
and always when I was alone, and had

Truly your duties must

been no ordinary ones that you should

have been engaged under such circumstances.

worked

It is, I suppose, useless for me to ask for an
explanation of the nature of those duties ?”
‘Quite useless, sir.”

“Will you tell me nothing, Mrs. Fortress,
that will throw light upon the dark spaces

I do not exactly know at what period
of my life this strange experience commenced, but my impression is that it came
to me first in the night when I awoke from
sleep, and was lying in the dark. It had

of my life?”

occurred

of unwillingness

would

I should have been the sufferer and the loser

“Looking down, Mrs. Fortress, upon the
dead body of my mother, you made the remark
that it was a happy release.”
“Death is to all a happy release, sir.”
“A common
platitude, which does not
deceive me.”
“You cannot forget, sir, that your mother

to come

Mrs. Fortress, in

may

not

be

a

seemed,

however,

to

of their dying softly away and leaving me in
a state of calm happiness, that the sweet

competent

be aware

that

strains were abruptly broken by what sounded

she

was upon dangerous ground, for she rose,
and I made no further attempt to detain
her.
But now it was she who lingered,
unbidden, with something on her mind of
which she desired to speak.
I raised my
head, and wondered whether, of her own

free

will, she was

about

to

satisfy my

curiosity.

“If I thought you were not angry, sir,”
she said,

“‘and

would

not

take

offence,

I

should like to ask you a question, and if you
answer it according to my expectation, one
other in connection with it.”
“T shall not take offence,” I said, “and I
promise to exercise less reserve than you
have done.”

“T thank you, sir,” she said, gazing steadily
at me, so steadily, indeed, as to cause me

doubt

and grew fainter and more faint
were lost altogether.
But it had

happened on two or three occasions, instead

judge.”
Her manner was so perfectly respectful
that I could not take exception to this retort.
She

from afar off, and as I listened to

them they gradually died away into a musical
whisper,
till they

this interview I think you have not behaved
graciously—nay, more, that you have not
behaved with fairness or justice.”
“Upon that point, sir,” she said, com“you

at those times within the last two

of darkness, I should probably have decided
that it was but the refrain of a dream by
which I was haunted.
In daylight I frequently searched for the cause, but never
with success.
Lately I had given up the
search, and had argued myself into a half
belief that it was a delusion, produced by
my dwelling upon the subject, and magnifying it into undue importance.
For the
most part the mysterious strains were faint,
but very sweet and melodious ; they seemed

by it.

posedly,

of exaltation.

had already become somewhat familiar to
me in hours of sunshine as well as in hours

have

been intolerable, but I knew that nothing
was to be gained by giving way to anger.

was a great sufferer.”
“I forget very little.

into a state

or three years, and had it not been that it

“T have nothing to tell, sir.”
To a man less under control than myself
this iteration

myself

to

whether, in a combat of will-power

now like a wail, now like a suppressed shriek.
This violent and, to my senses, cruel termination of the otherwise melodious sounds set
my blood boiling dangerously, and unreasonably infuriated me—so much so that the
power I held over myself was ingulfed in a
torrent of wild passion which I could not

control.

The melodious strains were always

the same, and the air was strange to me.
I
had never heard it from a visible musician.
Not to a living soul had I ever spoken of
the delusion,
and that the subject should now
be introduced into our conversation, and not
introduced by me, could not but strike me as

of singular portent.

As Mrs. Fortress asked

the question I heard once more the soft
spiritual strains, and I involuntarily raised

my right hand in the act of listening ; I hear
them at the present

moment as I write, and

I lay aside my pen a while, until they shall
pass away.
So! They are gone—but they
will come again.
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I answered Mrs. Fortress briefly, but not
without agitation.
“Yes, 1 have heard such sounds as those
you mention.”

“You hear them now ?”’
“Yes, I hear them now.
“My

powers

Do you?”

of imagination,

sir, are

less

powerful than yours,” she said evasively,
and passed on to her second question. “ It
is not an English air, sir?”
“No, it is not English, so far as I am a
judge.”
“It comes probably,” she suggested, and
I was convinced that she spoke with premeditation, “‘ from a foreign source.”

“Most probably,” I said.
“Perhaps from the mountains

in

the

Tyrol.”

A Tyrollean air! I seized upon the suggestion, and accepted it as fact, though I
was quite unable to speak with authority.
But why to me, who had

never

been out of

England, should come this melody of the
Tyrol? I could no more answer this question
than I could say why the impassive, undemonstrative woman before me was, as it

were, revealing me to myself and probing
my soul to its hidden depths.
“It may be so,’ I said. “Do you seek
for any further information from me?”
“No, sir.” But there was a slight hesitancy
in her voice which proved that this was not
the only subject in her mind which bore
upon my inner life.
“ And now,” I said, “I must ask you why

you put these questions to me, and by what
means you became possessed of my secret,
mention of which has never passed my lips?”
She shook her head, and turned towards the
door, but I imperatively called upon her to
stay. ‘“‘ You cannot deal with me upon this
subject as you have upon all others. I have
a distinct right to demand an explanation.”
“T can give you no explanation, sir,” she
said, with deference and respect.

“You refuse?”
“1 must refuse,” she replied firmly, and
then she bowed, and saying, ‘With my
humble duty, sir,” was gone.
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was entirely beyond my comprehension, and
after an interval of agitated thought I set it
down to a trick, the inspiration of which
may have been derived from unguarded
words escaping me while I slept, or while
I was soliloquising—a habit into which I
had grown—and she was watching me unobserved.
It troubled me a great deal at
first, but

I was

successful

and

attention.

I was

VL.

Hap I yielded to passion, had I not in
some small degree exercised wisdom, I should

have coined out of this last meeting with

fortunate
my mind
following
my time

determined,

with-

out question

as to whether

market

be found for them, to dispose

could

of the property

and

a favourable

securities which

father had left, and which now
I was determined to commence

my

were mine.
a new life,

without any exact definition or idea as to
what that life was

to be; and to do this it

was necessary, according to my view, that 1
should make a clearance.
I was surprised
to discover that my father had made a great
number of investments, and it was to my
advantage that they were mostly good ones.
Had I possessed both the moral and the
legal power

I would

have sold Rosemullion,

but my father’s will was so worded that the
lawyer pointed out to me that there would
be difficulties in the way, and after listening
to his arguments I agreed to retain it as my
freehold. But I was determined not to inhabit it, and I gave instructions that a
tenant should be sought for it, and that, if
one could not be obtained, it should remain

untenanted.
“Tt had been unoccupied a great many
years,” the lawyer remarked, “when your
father purchased it.”
“For any particular reason?” I inquired.
“No,” replied the lawyer, “except that
there was a foolish idea that it was haunted.”
“Whoever

rents

Rosemullion,”

I

said,

“must take his own ghosts with him if he
wishes for ghostly company.”
“We generally do that,” said the lawyer,
dryly, ‘‘ wherever we go.”
There were legal requirements to be attended to in the drawing up and signing of
deeds, but otherwise there was no difficulty
in carrying out my

CHAPTER

in diminishing

instead of magnifying it, and it was
for me that I had much to occupy
in other ways during the few
weeks.
My lawyer demanded

intention

to the letter,

and at the expiration of three months I
found myself an absolutely free and unencumbered man, with my large fortune invested in English consols, the fluctuations of
which caused me not a moment’s uneasiness.
During those three months I lived my usual

Mrs. Fortress a most exquisite torture ; but

life,

I schooled myself into the acceptance of what

through

read,

studied,

the adjacent

and

often

woods

wandered

at night.

I
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think that the adventure I have elsewhere
narrated of the tramps I befriended one
stormy night had awakened my sympathies
for the class, and I may say, without vanity,
that it was not the only occasion on which
my sympathies had taken a practical shape.
A little while before I bade farewell to

the sweetest joys of existence.
I visited the
theatres, but they had, for the most part, no
fascination for me. I saw great actresses
associated with buffoons, and often them-

Rosemullion I was wandering through the
woods an hour or so before the rising of the

her part in one fine scene, and did not con-

sun, when

I came upon a woman

sleeping

on the ground.
As usual, she had a child
in her arms, and moans issued from the

breasts of both the woman and the child.
It was a pitiful sight, familiar enough in our
overcrowded land.
The woman was the
picture of desolation.
Suddenly, as I gazed,
a mocking voice whispered that it would be
merciful to kill her where she lay. “Do a
good deed,” said the silent voice, “and
hasten home to bed. No one will know.”
I laughed aloud, and took from my pocket
my purse, which was well supplied with
money.
The woman had an apron on. I
wrapped the purse in it, and tied it securely,
so that it should not escape her. Then I
crept away, but scarcely knew whether to be
glad or sorry that I had cheated fate once
more.
A few days afterwards I turned my back
on Rosemullion.
I had formed no definite plans ; all that I
had settled was that I would go abroad and
see the world.
It was open for me, and the
flowers were blooming.

had

I not

already had

Was I not rich, and

experience

of the

value of riches ?

But although I travelled far, and saw the
wonders of art and nature in foreign lands,
my habits were much the same as they had
been in England. What I enjoyed I enjoyed
in solitude ; the chance

acquaintances

who

offered themselves, many of them travelling
alone as I was travelling, received no encouragement from me; I did not respond to
their advances.
In this I was but repeating
my boyish experiences when I was living
with my parents

in London

attics.

Truly,

the child is father to the man.
It may appear strange to those who are
fond of friendships, and who cling ardently
to them, to learn that, despite my loneliness,
I had not a dull moment.
Nature was very
beautiful to my soul, its forms and changes
most entrancing.
I cared little for the
great towns and cities.
The modes of life

therein, especially those which were exemplified by the absurd lengths and extravagances to which fashion drives its votaries,
excited in me a very sincere contempt, and I
was amazed that people could be so blind to

selves buffooning ; I followed, at first with

interest, the efforts of a be-puffed actress,
who rose to the terrors and the beauties of
sider the rest of her mimic life, as depicted
on the boards, worth the trouble of consistency ; I was present at the performance
of dramas which were absolutely false in
their action and sentiment.
What pleased
me best were the short poetical episodes,
occupying less than an hour in their representation, and in which two or three good
actors sustained and preserved the unities in
excellent style. But these were side dishes,
and only served to bring into stronger relief
the larger and grosser fare provided for the
intellectual education of the masses. I went
to the opera, and could only enjoy it by
shutting my eyes, so many absurdities were
forced upon my sight; and as this drew
unpleasant

attention

upon

me,

I was

com-

pelled to deprive myself of the enjoyment.
I strolled into the gambling saloons, and
gazed in amazement upon the faces of men
and women in which the lowest passions
were depicted.
Human nature in those
places was degraded and belittled.
“Is
there some mysterious hidden sweetness in
this many-sided frenzy?” I asked myself,
and I staked my money, and endeavoured
to discover it ;but the game did not stir my
pulses ; I lost or won with indifference.
I
soon tired of it, and bade adieu to the rooms,

with a sigh of compassion and contempt for
the slaves who fretted their hearts therein.
My chiefest pleasures were experienced in
small villages in mountain and valley, where

there was so little attraction for the ordinary
tourist that he seldom lingered there. I
delighted in primitiveness and simplicity,
where human baseness had the fewest opportunities to thrive, and where human goodness
was the least likely to be spoilt by publicity.
It was in these places that I came to the conclusion that the largest amount of happiness
is to be found among small communities.
But although I was consistent, up to a
certain period, in declining all offers of
intimacy and friendship, it happened that I
was to come into contact with a man for
whom, in a short space of time, I grew to
have a very close regard. His name was
Louis, by profession a doctor, by descent a
German.
We

met

Gascony.

in the

I was

woods

near

fording

a

Nerac,

in

watercourse

vw
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which intersected part of the forest when
my foot slipped upon a round stone which I

sprang out of the woods, and stopped
suddenly short at sight of me. It remained

had supposed was fast embedded in the earth,

quite still, at a distance of a few paces, gazing

but which proved to be loose. I made a
spring upon the stone, and it rolled over, and
landed me in the water.
A wetting was of
no account, but when I attempted to rise I
uttered a sharp cry of pain. I had sprained
my ankle.
With difficulty I crawled from the water
to dry ground, upon which I sat, nursing my
ankle, which already was swelling ominously.
In a short time the pain became intolerable,
and I endeavoured to draw the boot from my

at me, and then it darted away, inspiring
within me an absurd envy of its active
movements.
Birds, with cries both shrill

foot, and finding this was not possible, I cut

it away bit by bit, and then cut my stocking
loose. I experienced instant and delicious
relief. The pleasure we derive from the
relief of pain is the most exquisite of all
physical sensations. I bathed my ankle
with water from the cold stream, which
somewhat reduced the swelling, but the
relief was only temporary, for when I
endeavoured again to rise, the torture produced by my attempt to sustain the weight
of my body upon my foot was so keen
that I fell prone to the ground in agony.
There were no trees sufficiently near by
the aid of which I might manage to walk
a short

distance, and

in the

intervals

of

relief afforded by further applications of
cold water, I ruefully contemplated my
position.
I had walked twenty miles during the day,
and I was a stranger in the locality. The
time was evening, and no person was in sight
toassist me. From inquiries I had made onthe
road earlier in the day I calculated that Nerac
must be at least three miles distant from the
spot upon which I lay. To crawl that distance was impossible. I looked upward to
the sky.

Heavy clouds, charged with rain,

were approaching in my direction, and the
prospect before me of having to pass the
night in the woods was by no means
pleasant. I had learnt from experience that
the storms in this region were violent and
fierce ;and moreover, I had eaten nothing
since the morning.
Hunger was making
strong demands upon me—all the stronger,
as is the way of things, because of my helplessness. I called aloud, and only a very fine
echo—which I was not in the mood to
admire and appreciate—answered me. Again
and again I strove to rise, and again and again

I sank
worse,
double
every
form,

to the ground. My ankle
and had by this time
its usual girth. I turned
direction, in eager quest
but none met my view.

was getting
swelled to
my head in
of a human
A squirrel

and soft, flew to their nests; frogs croaked

near the edges of the water.
Evening fell,
the sun descended ; night was my enemy,
and was eager to get at me, and soon its
darkness fell around me like ashroud.
This
had ever been an enjoyment to me, but on
the present occasion it served but to aggravate the mental disorder produced by my
sufferings. The figures I conjured up in the
gloom were the reverse of soothing, and I
found myself occasionally labouring under a
kind of delirium. One of my fancies was
so peculiar that I will recall it. I saw on
the left of me a deep cave, which as I gazed
upon it grew toan enormous size. I had
been looking in that direction only a moment
before, and had seen nothing; the sudden
vision of this great cave in the midst of
black

space

was,

therefore,

the more

sur-

prising.
Its roof and sides resembled a
huge feathery disk, and deep back in the
recess, embedded in the furthermost wall,
were two strange-looking globes, surrounded
by spots and curved lines of the colours of
orange, brown, and soft grey. These globes
were instinct with motion, and seemed to
shrink and swell, while the coloured spots
and curves around them contracted or expanded, in obedience to some mysterious
law. The feathery roof and walls seemed
also to contract and expand in sympathy,
and these wave-like movements made it
appear as if the cave were a living monster.
I managed to raise myself upon my elbow
for a moment, and as I did so I was terrorstruck by beholding the monster cave rise and
fly past me—in the shape of an owl that had
wandered my way in search of food.
Fortunately the storm held off a while,
but about midnight, as near as I could judge
in an interval of reason, a few heavy drops of
rain fell. I really felt as if this were to be
my last night on earth. Soon the storm
broke over the forest, and in a moment I
was drenched

to the skin.

This,

with the

pain that was throbbing in every vein, and
the hunger that was gnawing at me,
completely exhausted me, and I became
insensible.
I was awakened by the touch of hands,
by the sound of a human voice. I languidly
opened my eyes, and saw a man bending over
me.

The

storm

had passed away, and the

sun was just rising.

I had barely strength
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to note these signs, for my condition was
pitiable.
The man addressed me first in
French, then in German; but although I
could speak both languages my senses were

so dazed that I had no understanding of
them at the moment.
I murmured faintly
a few words in my native tongue.
“ Ah,” said the man, quickly and cheerfully, answering me in my own language,
which he spoke well, but with a foreign
accent, “you are English.”
I murmured, “ Yes.”
“Of

course,”

he

said,

known without asking.

“I

should

have

You are faint and

exhausted.
I perceive how it is.
You
crossed the stream, and fell, and sprained

your ankle.”
I nodded, dreamily and vacantly. All the
time he spoke he was busy binding my
ankle with some linen he had taken from a
leather bag which hung by a strap from his
shoulders.

“« How long have you been lying here? But
to give me that information just now

imperative.

You wish to tell me.

is not

Well?”

“1 have been here at least since yesterday

—perhaps longer.”
“That is bad, very bad; I can judge from
the sprain that you

great

many

hours.

must have

been here a

It is a very

severe

sprain ; there is inflammation, great inflammation; you will not be able to walk

for weeks.
But what does that matter?
These are the smallest ills of life. Were
you on your way to Nerac? Do not answer
me

in speech.

Nod, or

shake

your

head.

Rally your strength—for a few moments
only—so that I may know how to deal by
you.
Come, you are a strong man.
Compel
yourself not to swoon.
Stupid that I am!

I have generally a flask with me, but I have
forgotten it, and just when it is most needed.
It shall not occur again ; but that resolve
will

not

help

you on your
then. Have
No, then.
An English
nate

us

now,

will

it?

Were

way to Nerac? A nod. Yes,
you friends there? <A shake.
Travelling for pleasure? Yes.
gentleman? Yes. It is fortu-

for you,

friend,

that, warned

by the

signs of a coming storm last night, I delayed
my return home till this morning, and that,

to prevent my people being for too long a
time uneasy about me, I took a short cut,
which is seldom used.
The path is so
little frequented that you might have lain
here for another weary day. I am from
Nerac ; my home is there, and my family.
Attend.
I am going to lift you upon my
horse ; I call it, and it comes to me.

kneels at my bidding.

See, it

We are friends, my

horse and I, and it understands

me ; it can

do anything but speak.
Observe that I
shorten the left stirrup, so that your sprained
foot may find a fairly easy resting-place, and
that I slightly lengthen the right stirrup, in
order that leaning to the right, with your
sound foot firmly planted, you may throw all
your weight on that side. Now, I place my
arm

under

your left shoulder—thus, and I

have a firm hold of you. Do not fear; I
am very strong, and my dear dumb brute
will keep very still. I place your arm round
my neck—thus.
Clasp me as closely as
your strength will permit.
That is right—
it is cleverly done.
Now, resolve to bear a

little sharp pain for a moment, only for a
moment.
Englishmen are not only proverbially but actually brave and_stouthearted. There—it is accomplished, and my
dumb comrade is ready for the journey home.
Are you comfortably placed?
Here is my
shoulder on the right of you, to rest your

hand upon.

Don’t be fearful that you might

lean too hard ; I am made of iron.

What a

glorious sunrise! There is a subdued beauty
in the colours of the sky after a great
shower which is very charming.
If you
can manage not to faint for a little while it
will be of assistance to us. The storm has
cooled the air ; you must feel it refreshing
to your hot skin. We will nurse you well
again,

never

fear.

There

will be a slight

fever to grapple with, in addition to the
healing of the ankle.
Do not be disturbed
by doubts that you may not be in friendly
hands.
I am a physician, and my name is
Louis—Doctor Louis.
Nerac is a most
lovely spot.
When you are well, we will
show you its beauties. You are a brave
young fellow to smile and keep your eyes
open to please your doctor. There—that is
a rabbit darting through the sunlight—and
the birds, do you hear them? They are
singing hymns to the Creator. Yonder, high
up in the distance, winging its way to the
rosy light, is a skylark. ‘ Hail to thee,
blithe spirit!’ It is better for me to take
you home in this way than to leave you lying
by the stream yonder, while I went to Nerac

to fetch assistance. You might have thought
I was never coming back, and the torture of
suspense would have been added to your other
discomforts.

Then, we shall reach

Nerac a

good many minutes earlier by this means.
There are times when minutes are of serious
importance.
We are on an eminence, and
are about to descend the valley which leads
straight to Nerac.
If you were quite yourself you would be just able to catch a glimpse
of the roofs of the houses in our pretty
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village. There are few prettier—none, in
my opinion. We shall jolt a little going
down

hill.

Bear

up bravely ; it will soon

be over.”
With such-like words of encouragement,
most kindly and sympathetically uttered, in
tones soothing and melodious, did Doctor
Louis strive to lighten the weary way, but
long before we came to the end of our
journey everything faded from my sight.
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I did not even turn my head at the sound of
my bedroom door being softly opened and
closed.

A light footstep approached the bed,

and I beheld a young girl whose form and
face I silently and worshipfully greeted as
the fairest vision of womanhood in her spring
that ever blessed the sight of man.
Observing that my eyes were open, she gazed at me
for a moment or two in wondering and glad
surprise, and

then,

with

her finger at her

smiling lips, trod softly from the room as
lightly as she had entered it. I closed my
eyes, so that this fair picture, in its dress of
pale blue, with lace about the neck and arms,

CHAPTER

might not be entirely lost to me, and when
another sound in the room caused me to

VII.

Wuen I became conscious of surrounding things I found myself in a large airy
room, the pervading characteristics of which
were space and light. I was lying in a bed,

open them, in the hope that she had returned,

all the coverings of which were
white;
there were no curtains to it, and no hangings

at length in the land of conscious life.

in the apartment

to

mar

the deliciously

cool and refreshing air which flowed in
through the open folding windows.
These

windows,
to

floor,

which
faced

stretched
the

foot

of

from
the

ceiling
bed; my

head was almost on a level with my body,
and I could not obtain a level view of the
gardens which bloomed without.
But I had
before me in the heights a delightful per-

spective of flowering

trees, stretching

up-

wards into the clouds.
These clouds, of
various shades of blue and white, filled all

the spaces between the lovely network of
leaves and branches.
It was like gazing
upwards instead of downwards into the
waters of a clear and placid lake. A sense
of blissful repose reigned within my soul.
I had not the least desire to move ; so perfect
and so sweet was the peace in which I lay,
as it were, embalmed, that I felt as if I were

in a celestial land. There were trees with
great clusters of red blossoms hanging in the
clouds; a soft breeze was playing among
them, and as they swayed gently to and fro
fresh peeps of fairyland were continually
disclosed to my contented eyes. There were
nests in the trees, and the cloud-scapes of
fleecy blue and white were beautifully
broken now and again by the fluttering
flight of birds as they came and went. The
pictures I gazed upon, idealised and perfected
by my mind’s eye, have always abided with
me. It is seldom given to man to enjoy
what I enjoyed as I lay, then and for some
time afterwards, in my white and healthful

bed.

It was a foretaste of heaven.

So fearful was

I that the slightest move-

ment might destroy the lovely pictures that

I saw standing at my bedside a grave and
kindly man.
“So,” he said, in a quiet tone, “ you are
You

remember me?”
“First

enlighten

me,” I said, and

I was

surprised to hear my voice so weak and
wavering.
“I am really awake?
I am
really in the land of the living?”
“So

far

as

we

know,”

was

his

reply.

“There are those who say this life is but a
dream, and that when we yield up our breath
it is simply that our dream is ended, and that
we are awaking to reality. For myself, I
have not the least doubt that life is life, and

death death, and that pain and joy are
just what those words are intended to convey
to our understanding.”
“So fair and peaceful is the scene before
me,” I said, “so calm was my soul when I
awoke, that it is difficult to realise that I am
in the land of the living.”
“ You will realise it very vividly,” he said
gaily,

“in

an

hour

or

two,

when

you

are

hungry. There is nothing so convincing as
our grosser passions. You have not answered
my question. Do you remember me ?”’
“Yes,

I remember

you.

I had sprained

my ankle in crossing the stream that runs
through the woods, and not being able to
walk, was doomed to lie there all night, with

a fine storm playing pranks upon my helpless body.

It was a wild night, and I had

wild fancies. What would have become of
me had you not providentially come to my
assistance is easy enough to guess. I should
really by this time have been in possession
of the grand secret.”
“When

did this occur ?”

“ Yesterday.”
“ My friend,” said Doctor Louis, with a
light laugh, “ what you have so faithfully

described took place four weeks ago.

If you
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have any doubt of it, you have only to pass

your hand over your beard.”
The statement bewildered me. Accepting
it as fact—and it was not possible for me to
doubt it—I must have lain during those four
weeks in a state of delirium.
What per-

plexed me was the consciousness that I had
been so well cared for by strangers, and that
something more than a friendly interest had
been

taken

in

me.

The

evidences

were

around and about me. The sweet-smelling
room, the beautiful scene through the open
folding windows, the entrance of the fair
girl, the smile on whose lips seemed to speak
of innocent affection, the presence of Doctor
Louis, and the friendliness and sympathy
with which he was

conversing

with me—all

these might be construed into evidences even
of love. Still it would not do to take things
too much for granted.
“ Am I in an inn?”’ I asked.
“You are in my house,” replied Doctor
Louis, courteously, “my guest, in whom we

are all very much interested.”
“ All?”
“ Myself—who should properly be mentioned last—my

wife, who

is first, as

she

deserves to be—and my daughter, who is
our Home Rose.”
Our Home Rose! The mere utterance of
the words conveyed
sweetness to me, who

a sense of spiritual
had never known the

meaning of Home.

humours his patient. But I must not give you
all the credit ; the theme is agreeable to me ;

it is, indeed, closest to my heart.

I used to

think, when Lauretta was a little child, and

we were deriving an exquisite happiness from
her pretty ways, that no happier lot could be
ours than that she should always remain a
child.

But that would

never do, would

it?

A world inhabited by children is not in
Nature’s scheme.
Fit theme for a fairy
story. It behoves us, however, of necessity,
to be to some extent practical.
I have no
fear for Lauretta.
Children who are not
violently wrenched from their natural bent

inherit and exhibit their parents’ qualities.
I, we

will say, am

negative.

I have

my

opinions, strong ones and deeply planted,
but there is no positive vice in me, so far as
I am aware, and it is pleasing to me to reflect
that I have transmitted to my child neither
moral nor physical hurt.
But Lauretta’s
mother possesses qualities of goodness which

proclaim her to be of a rare type of womanhood. She is not only benevolent, she is
wise ; she is not only strong, she is tender;
and she has taught me lessons, not in words,

but by the example of her daily life, which
have strengthened my moral nature. You
see, I am in love with my wife—of which I
am not at all ashamed, though

I am

married

life resemble

man.

If Lauretta’s

an old

her mother’s, if she follow in her footsteps,
I shall be more than content—I shall con-

“Tt pleases us to call her so,” said Doctor
Louis.

tinue to be truly happy.

“The young lady,’ I said, in a musing
tone, “I saw in the room shortly before you
entered, and whose appearance so harmonised

that it is something to be proud of to add
to its millions one who will instinctively

with the peace and loveliness of the view of

cloud and flower I see from my bed, that I
should not ‘have been surprised to hear she
was spirit or angel.”
“ An angel in a blue dress,” said Doctor
Louis, with pleasant nods ; “ but it is agreeable to me, her father, to hear you speak so
of her.
She is, as I have said, the rose of

our home. If there is an angel in our house,
it is her mother.
Lauretta, as yet, is but a
child ; she has to prove herself in life. But
Task your pardon. These details can scarcely

interest you.”
“They more than interest me,” I said
earnestly ; “they do me good.
Although
you are a physician, your friendly confidence
-which I accept as a privilege—is better
than the most potent medicine you could
administer

tome.

Pray continue

of your home and family.

to speak

I beg of you!”

“ A wise doctor,” said Doctor Louis, “ and
such, of course, I account myself, occasionally

foolish, vicious children

There are so many
born

in the world

tread in the straight path of duty, and who,
if it is her lot to suffer, will suffer and be

strong. Once more, forgive me for being so
garrulous about my household treasures; it
is a weakness into which it is not difficult to
lead me.

A few words concerning

yourself,

in explanation of what has occurred. Learning from your own lips, on the morning we
first met in the forest yonder, that you were
a stranger, and perceiving that you were a
gentleman, I brought you straight to my
house—with no settled intention, I must
frankly own, of keeping you here for any
length of time. After thoroughly studying
your case I saw that you would be ill for
weeks,

and

for a great

part

of that time

that you would be not exactly in your right
senses, To tell you the truth, I was puzzled,
and while I was debating what to do with
you, who

should

introduce

herself into the

matter but my estimable wife?
She can
invariably tell, by a certain puckering of my
brows, when I am in a brown study, and she

oN
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inquired what troubled me. I told her, You
—yes, you, my friend.
‘He will not be able
to get about for a month,’ I said.
‘ Poor

young gentleman!’
spite of my

said my wife.

undoubted

‘ And in

skill,’ I continued,

may not be able to save him!’

‘I

She clasped

her hands, and the tears gathered in her
eyes. She has always a heartful of them
ready to shed for those who are in sickness

and trouble. A foolish woman, a very foolish
woman indeed.
‘He may die on our hands,’
Isaid. ‘Heaven forbid!’ she cried. ‘ Heaven’s
forbidding it,’ I sagely remarked—occasion-

ally I say a good thing, my friend, ‘ will not
save him, if I cannot.
There is healing by
faith, certainly, but this hapless gentleman
is not in a condition to bring faith to bear.
I know what I will do. I will take him to
an inn, where they will run him up a fine
fat bill.

good.

His

accident

shall do some

one

There is the inn of the Three Black

Crows. The landlord is a worthy fellow, and
has a large family of round bright eyes and

small red cheeks.

To be sure, his wine is

execrable, and he cannot cook a decent meal.
But what of that? Our friend here will care
little for either, and is not likely to complain

of the quality. Yes, to the inn of the Three
Black Crows he-shall go.”
My wife did
not

interrupt

me;

she

never

does;

but

she kept her eyes fixed earnestly upon my
face while I was speaking, and when I
had finished, she said, ‘ Louis, you are not in
earnest.’
‘Nonsense,
nonsense,’
said I;

‘here, help me to carry this troublesome
gentleman to the Three Black Crows.’ ‘ You
are not in earnest,’ she repeated, and the
foolish woman smiled at me through her
tears; ‘you know well that you have made
up your mind that he shaJl stop here, and
that I shall nurse him, with your assistance,
into health and strength. His room is ready

for him.’ My friend, it is a rule with me
never to create dissension in my home.
Therefore, what could

I do?

Break through

my rule, and cause my wife sorrow?
for

you,

a

stranger?

It

was

not

And
to

be

thought of. That is how it has happened
you have become my guest.”
“How can I thank you?” I murmured,

much moved.
wife?”

‘“ How can I thank your good
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What is the meaning of the expression I see
in your

eyes?

Are

you

going

to

rave

again?”’
“No; Lam wondering whether the sounds
of music I hear are created by my imagination.”

“The sounds are real sounds.
wife who is playing.”
“ But the instrument ?”

It is my

“The zither.”

“Its tones are most beautiful.”
“It is her favourite instrument.
She has
sometimes played on it while you were lying
unconscious, in the belief that its soft tones

would not be a bad medicine for you. My
daughter plays also. To conclude my explanation.

During

your fever

your

ankle

has been attended to, and it is now nearly
well. The sprain was so severe that it would
have confined you to your bed without the
fever, and as you were to have it, the two
evils coming together was a piece of positive

good fortune.
It saved time.”
“ As I was to have it!” I exclaimed.
“ My friend,” said Doctor Louis, “do not
forget that I am a doctor. Either then, or
now, or at some time within the next twelve

months, you would have succumbed to the
strain which you have lately been putting
upon yourself. The fever was lying dormant
in your veins, and needed but a chance to
assert itself. Whether you are conscious of
it or not, there is no doubt

that there have

been severe demands upon your nervous
system. To speak plainly, you have overtaxed yourself, and have treated Nature unfairly. She is long-suffering, but, push her
too far, she will

turn

upon

you

and

exact

the penalty. Too late then to repent; the
mischief is done, and all that we can do
Have

you met

with any misfortune lately—have
any one who was dear to you?”

thereafter

is to patch

you lost

“Within

a short

up.

time,”

I said,

“I

have

lost both my parents.’
“That

is

sad;

but

you

have

brothers,

sisters ?””
‘““Not

one;

nor,

so

far as I am

relative the wide world over.

aware,

a

I am alone.”

“T regret to hear it, and sincerely sympathise with you; but you are young, and

“Have I not told you I had nothing to do

have all your life before you.
There are,
however, persons with whom you wish to
communicate, friends who will be anxious at

with it? As to thanking my wife, she is
never so happy as when she is nursing the

your long silence. Now that you are conscious and sensible you will have letters to

sick,

write.

“Thank

me!”

exclaimed

Doctor

Louis.

We really ought to pay you for the

pleasure you have afforded us by spraining
your ankle in the woods, and falling into a
dangerous fever.
Heavens, how you raved!

Do not flatter yourself that you are

strong enough to write them.
another

fortnight, at

It will be

least, before

be fit even for that slight exertion.”

you

will
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letters to write,” I said,
receive.
I am without
a

look in pity at me, and he

seemed to be surprised and disturbed.
“‘T am a new experience to you,” I observed.

“T admit it, yes,” he said, thoughtfully,
“but we have talked enough. Sleep, and
rest.”

As he uttered these words he passed his
right hand with a soothing motion across
my brows.
I was disposed for sleep, and it
came

to me.

The days passed as in a blissful dream.
There was always within

me the same sense

of perfect repose ; there were always before

upon a piece of embroidery.
Lauretta, waiting upon us, came and went, and my eyes
followed the slight figure wherever she moved,
When she disappeared into the house I did
not remove my eyes from the door through
which she had passed until she emerged from
it again. Once or twice, meeting my gaze,
she smiled upon me, and I was agitated by
an exquisite joy. Doctor Louis, wearing a
hat which

shaded

his brows, sat at a little

distance, sometimes

reading, sometimes

con-

templating me with attention.
“You must be glad to be well,”

said

Lauretta’s mother.
I answered, “ No, I regret it.”

through graceful foliage and bright blossoms.

“Surely not,” she said.
“Indeed it is so,’ I replied. “I am afraid
that the happiest dream of my life is drawing

Sometimes

to an end.”

me delightful panoramas of cloud-land, moving
Lauretta’s

mother came

into the

room, and sat by my bedside, and spoke a

“The days must not be dreamt away,” she

few gentle words.
She was the embodiment
of Peace; her voice, her movements, her

said, with grave sweetness ; “life has duties.
One’s ease and pleasure—those
are not

graceful figure, formed a harmony.
I did
not see Lauretta during those days, nor was

duties ; they are rewards, all the more enjoyable when they have been worthily earned.”
“Earned in what way?” I asked.

her name mentioned again by Doctor Louis.
But when her mother was with me, and I
heard the sound of the zither, I knew it was

Lauretta who was playing.

The music, in

the knowledge that she was the player, produced upon me the same impression as when
her mother played—for which I can find no

apter figure of speech than that I was lying
in a boat on the peaceful waters of a lake,
with a heavenly calm all around me.
Doctor Louis came daily, and we indulged
in conversation ; and frequently before he

left me made similar passes across my forehead, which had the effect of producing
slumber.
After a time I spoke of this, and
we conversed upon the subject.
I had read

a

great

deal concerning

mesmerism

and

clairvoyance, and Doctor Louis expressed
surprise at the extent of my information on
those subjects.
He said he was glad to perceive that I was a student, and I replied that
my chiefest pleasures had been derived from
books.

At length I was convalescent,
and, for the

“In administering to others, in accomplishing one’s work in the world.”

“How to discover what one’s work really
is?” I mused.
“That is not difficult,

if one’s nature

not wedded to sloth.”
“ And where,’ I continued,

is

*“‘ supposing

it to be discovered, it should be properly
performed ?”
“ He
“In one’s native land,” she said.

belongs to it, and it to him.”
“There

have been missionaries who have

done great good.”
“They could have done as much, perhaps
more, if they had devoted themselves to
the kindred which was closest to them.”
“Not that I have a desire to become a
missionary,’ I said.
“I have not within me

the spirit of self-sacrifice.
travelling for pleasure.”
“Tt

is right,’

I have

she said, quickly,

been
“it

is

good. Do not think I mean to reproach
you. Had I a son, and could afford it, I

We sat in the garden, and I was

would bid him travel fora year or two before
he settled down to serious labour.”

enchanted with its beauties, which seemed
all to radiate from Lauretta.
It was she
who imparted to surrounding
things, to

“Tt is my good fortune that I resolved to
see the world, for it has brought me to this
happy home.”

flowers, to trees, to grassy sward and float-

“It is happy,”
home.”

first

time

open air.

for many

weeks,

I enjoyed

the

ing cloud, the touch of subtle sweetness
which made me feel as if I had found a
heaven upon earth.
On that day, for the
first time, our hands met.

She gathered fruit, and we ate it slowly.
Lauretta’s mother sat nearest to me, engaged

she

said, “because

it is

I asked Lauretta if she would play.
“In the house ¢”
“No,” I replied,
wondrous works are
The zithers were

she inquired.
“here, where Nature's
closest to us.”
brought out, and mother

A SECRET

and daughter played. I was not yet strong
enough to bear the tension of great excitement, and
they

had

I leant

back

provided

for

in the easy
me,

and

closed

chair
my

eyes.
Whether I slept or not I should not,
at the time, have been able to decide, nor for

how long I lay thus, listening to the sweet
strains. Awake or asleep, I was in a kind
of dreamland, in which there was no discordant note; and even when I heard the music

merge into the Tyrollean air which I had so
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often heard in fancy during my residence in
Rosemullion,
and concerning which Mrs.
Fortress had questioned me, I did not regard

it as strange or unusual.
It was played by
those to whom I had been spiritually drawn.
I recognised now the meaning of the mysterious strains I used to hear in the silent woods.

The players and I were
one. I who had all my
suddenly renounced my
not brought us together

(To be continued.)

one; our lives were
life scoffed at. fate,
faith. Chance had
; it was Destiny.
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II.
Ir is hardly needful to describe Nimes.
Nemausus stands out among South Gaulish
cities as being Nemausus still, as being

partly indeed modern but largely Roman, and
as containing next to nothing of intermediate
times.
‘Temple and amphitheatre, gates,
baths, towers, nympheum, these form the
wonders of Nimes; for churches and houses
we care not, save that some scrapsof Romanesque work and some scraps of actual Roman

still linger in the somewhat

uncouth west

front of the cathedral.
But Nimes, besides
its own merits, is the starting-place for not a
few remarkable objects roundabout.
Every
one knows the Pont du Gard, the mightiest
of abiding Roman acqueducts ; the lines of its
construction
are given plainly enough in
any ordinary drawing or photograph.
But
it needs presence on the spot to take in
the full vastness and grandeur of the monument itself, and still more to take in the full
beauty of the spot in which the monument

has contrived to fix itself.
For we cannot
fancy that the sternly practical mind of
Roman engineers was at all drawn on its
own account to this lovely riverside, with its
banks, and paths, and overhanging hills, better
fitted, one might think, either for earlier or
for later dwellers, for Hellenic nymphs or for
Cistercian brethren.
And the acqueduct has

not been fully understood till the traveller has
walked along the specus, and so has grasped the
greatness of the work and his own smallness.
And

the climb needful

gives him

a

view

to reach

over

the specus,

the surrounding

country, and brings before him several villages and small towns, perched here and
‘there on their hills or their rivers, which the

true traveller alone will feel a yearning to
explore, all the more because he will most
likely never have heard their names before.
One of them, Rémoulins, is easily taken in
a walk

from

one

station

to

another,

and,

without having anything very wonderful

to
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show, it is quite worth turning aside for.

It

stands well on the Gardon, which is spanned
by its suspension-bridge.

©
a
a

Masses of wall catch

a place which certainly would not have been
fortified in England in any age. Machicholated walls and gateways are found here and
there, and one special fragment overlooks the
low ground between Rémoulins and the great
watercourse. Here, a piece seemingly of the
town wall, a house of some antiquity built
upon it, a desecrated Romanesque church with
a huge bell-gable, and some domestic fragments hard by, make a group to be noticed.
We see at once that the smallest of these
places has a distinct history of its own, if
we could oniy get at it ; in England we feel
this only of places of far greater moment in
the general history of the kingdom, In a

we may please to put it, either how Frenchmen built on the soil of Septimania, or
how the men of Septimania built under
French influences. But we shall hardly take

word, we are in the south of Europe.

shows itself at Aigues Mortes only in the
shape of the dreariest of flats and shallows.
Indeed the journey to the dead waters may
be said to be taken through a dead land.
The slow train which carries us from Nimes
takes us over a flat and dreary country,
enlivened by little except the great Pic
Saint-Loup
— not the little one by Agde
—standing out boldly to the west. It
is most likely not till we have reached
Aigues Mortes itself, till we look out
from its great tower, that we fully take in
that we have passed not very far from the
small remains of a renowned abbey. This
was the abbey of Psalmodi, where the voice

is still a considerable

city, and its

history and its other buildings would make it
famous if it had not a scrap of wall left,
And, if interest is measured by antiquity,
the walls of Avignon, as they now stand, are

the latest of the three.

its
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the
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the
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will doubtless himself sojourn, the dastide of
Saint Lewis, with its streets laid out in as
careful rectangles as Babylon or Philadelphia,
works of architecture, at least teach us, as

Avignon

tter
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world are famous for their walls ; but then
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near, nosmall remains of the fortifications of

two of them are famous for something else.

its

SOUTHERN

the eye at some distance,
and we find,on coming

Smaller walls suggest greater, and less
perfect walls suggest more perfect; and
Nimes may be made the centre of far
greater things than Rémoulins, though hardly
of anything greater than Pont du Gard in its
own way. Three towns in this part of the

not

OF

The upper town of

its churches,

Carcassonne

as an

which,

if not

excursion

first-rate

from

Nimes,

while that is the most natural way of going to
Aigues Mortes. The name alone gives a
creepy feeling ; and no place ever was better
named ; it is the dead waters of a truth.

It

is with a kind of grim pleasantry that a
modern watering-place has, after its model,
coined for itself the name of Aigues Vives.
Aigues Mortes was meant to be, and for a
time was, one of the chief ports of the
Mediterranean ; but the Mediterranean now

Careassonne, on the other hand, the cité, the

of the psalms never ceased, and

ancient town standing apart on its hill and
beyond its river, is known to all as the
model of a fenced city, a city which has been
left alone, except by the modern restorer, but
which now shelters very little within it. The
two lines of wall, the antiquity of one, the

monks Saint Lewis bought the site of his
new haven.
Everything about Aigues
Mortes is uninviting, save only Aigues
Mortes itself to those who have the true call
to visit it. Here we have in some sort Car-

towers

Carcassonne without the cité. Only as here
there is no ancient city, it is the later bastide
which becomes the great fortress,a fortress less
interesting in its outline and in its story, but
quite
as instructive in its own way, as the walls

bearing the attractive

names

of the

West-Goth and the Saracen, the probability
that we have here, almost alone, a real work

of the West-Gothic power in Gaul—the
church with the old enclosure, the heavy and
nilitary west front, the massive nave reminding us of our own Gloucester or Tewkesbury,
with the characteristic roof of the South ; the
contrast between this stern Romanesque and
the almost impossible lightness of the eastern
parts ; the graceful remains of the Romanesque

palace of the ecounts—all

these

together

mark the cité of Carcassonne as something
unique, as something which has not its fellow

in Southern

Gaul or elsewhere.

The only

and,

danger is that the surpassing charm of the
older town may hinder the traveller from

il to

giving a thought to the later town where he

from which

cassonne without Carcassonne, the bastide of

of the city of Carcassonne. And there is this
further connection between Carcassonne and

Aigues Mortes; the founders of Aigues
Mortes appear as founders in both parts of
Carcassonne.
into being

the

It was Saint Lewis who called
lower

town

of Carcassonne,

ana the single town of Aigues Mortes.
It
was the son of Lewis, Philip the Hardy, who
gave

to

the

upper

town

of

Carcassonne

its later defences, and who gave to the single
town

of Aigues Mortes

its single defences.

But Philip making new fortifications for
himself on a dead flat was naturally another
I
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man from Philip adding to the fortifications
of others on the topof a hill.
We can, if we
look, see the work of the same hand; there
is the same rusticated masonry in both;
otherwise no two fortified towns can look
more unlike.
Carcassonne, with its double
range of towers, its double walls grounded

cassonne,

firm upon the rock ; the river and its bridge

standing outside it, nothing rising above it,
which moves us, if only by its sheer dreariness. The story runs that the walls of Aigues
Mortes
reproduced
those of
Damietta.

below,
about

cities.

the hills to look out upon around, is
the most
picturesque
of fenced

The

grouping

military towers

and shifting of the

is endless, and its effect

not a little heightened

is

by the singular mass

rises

above

the

walls.

But

the

effect is, in its own way, just as striking,
just as

wonderful,

memory,

as

the more

just as abiding
attractive

in the

prospect

of

Carcassonne. There is something in the long
wall stretching away to a boundless length
with nothing to see but the wall, nothing

Whether there be any truth in this or not,
Aigues Mortes has that peculiar look of

MARSEILLE.

From

of the church

caught

enough

of Saint Nazaire,

of military

a Drawing

which

feeling not

has

to

seem out of place, while it has not become
such a mere part of the defences as altogether
to lose the charm
of contrast.
<Aigues
Mortes has somewhat the air of a city
founded on the sand.
Its long regular walls,

by J. FULLEYLOVE.

solitude,

of

separation

from

anything

eise

around, which we fancy to be characteristic
of Eastern cities. It looks like a place from
which to set forth on a crusade ; but it must
not be the crusade of Godfrey, but the crusade of Saint Lewis.
If Carcassonne then is unique, Aigues

gates, fence

Mortes may be said to be yet more unique.

in a rectangle measured with mathematical
precision.
The outline of the walls, relieved
only by the massive Tower of Constance at
the north-western corner, is far too flat and
unbroken to be called picturesque, and no
object from within, like the church of Car-

Nothing else equal to Carcassonne in its own
way has been preserved to us, but there must
have been other places not very unlike

pierced

at

fitting

intervals

for

Carcassonne ; there were many other fortified
towns on hills whose fortifications had grown

up at various dates, and there may have been
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others in which walls of the fifth century
and walls of the thirteenth may have been
brought together in the same kind of fellowship in which we see them

at Carcassonne.

But there could never have been many cases
of such walls as those of Aigues Mortes
springing up at once on such a site as that
of Aigues

Mortes, and abiding untouched to

all later generations. But,as Carcassonne is
by far the most picturesque of the two, it is
also the one which gives far more

materials

for study. For the general historical inquirer,
who does not make a special object of fortification as fortification, there is not very much
to do at Aigues Mortes, when he has, after
his fashion, taken in the walls within and

without. There is not much within them
in the way of houses and churches, nor can
the flat bastide of Aigues Mortes supply the
same

store of pleasant

sights and peeps as

the hill of Carcassonne.
object
SES
ee

=

The

is the detached Tower

one

special

of Constance,

bound to the general mass of the walls by its
bridge. From its top we best learn what
kind of land and water it is among which we
find ourselves, and how very truly Aigues
Mortes is Aigues Mortes.
It has also its
memories, and sad ones enough, as a seat of

Huguenot

suffering

in the

last

century.
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the broad and winding stream to the Imperial
land beyond, the land, to go back to our
former quotation, that rises to the Alps and
sinks to the Rhone.
In one way the view
calls up the memory of the view of the
Lombard

plain from the hill of Brescia ; in

both we gaze on famous cities dotted here
and there ; but there the grandeur of the
landscape lies behind our back ; we cannot at
once look on the Alps and on the cities ; for
there the cities stand out in the boundless
flat ; here they keep watch along the stream,
with the hills keeping watch behind them,
hills rising behind each other, till they

swell into a few snowy peaks far away.
We
better understand
the history of
the land, how much it has in common
with Italy rather than with Gaul, when we
see King Réné’s Tarascon close beneath us
beyond the stream, and when by turning our
eyes either way, one glance will show us
Avignon with all its memories of Popes, and
another will show us Arles with all its
memories of Kings and Cesars. And the
two small towns themselves that keep the
two sides of the bridge, their houses, their
churches, above all, their castles, supply no
small food for study.

Each, like every town

in these lands, has its history, and a long
history. At Tarascon and in some other
as we read of them in Strabo by their still
abiding names, sometimes,as in the case of

apparatus of living, when it was possible that

Tapacxw,

a single tower might

It is hard to say why ; but there is, even
after long use, something unexpected in the
Greek shape of names which in their newer

have to hold its own

From Aigues Mortes we hasten back to

ise

GAUL.

But it is moreover a thing to see on its own
account, a perfect example of the way in
which such towers were treated within, with
its vaulted roofs, its fire-places, and all the

against the rest of the world.
{(-—~<
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places hereabouts, there is a curious

without

the change

dress sound so modern.

feeling,

of a letter.

Beaucaire does not

Nimes to start afresh for another of the
places for which Nimes may well be made
the centre. Or it may just as well be that we

in the same way bear on it the stamp of
antiquity. It figures in all ancient records,
its own inscriptions among them, by the

leave

Arles stop a while in the twin towns of Beau-

forgotten name of Ugernum. That name it
exchanged for Bellum Quadrum—it might

caire and Tarascon.

have added another to the long list of Belli

Nimes

for

Arles,

and

on

our

way

to

These two keep the two

sides of the Rhone ; they keep now, we may

Montes—and

rather say, the two

softened into Beaucaire.
Under that name
it has played its part in the general history

pension-bridge

which

ends

of the great

connects

Nimes

sus-

and

Bellum

Quadrum

has _ been

the lands which gather round Nimes with
the Provencal land on the other side of the

of the country ; it has been fought for, taken

river. How we distinguish the two sides of
the great river will depend on the age whose

warfare ; it has been a shelter for Popes,a

nomenclature we may choose to follow ; but
it is well to bear in mind that the two banks
of the Rhone seldom, if ever, acknowledged a

chant

common sovereign, from the days when the
provinces of Rome began to fall away till the
French annexation of Provence under Lewis
the Eleventh. And we nowhere more keenly

feel that we are on

a boundary river than

when we stand at Beaucaire and look across

and retaken,

in Albigensian and

in later

house of bondage for the most famous merand

minister

of medieval

France,

a

place of havoc for the most famous prelate
and minister of later France.
When we
look at the castle laid waste by Richelieu, we

could wish that he and Jacques Ceeur could
have changed places, that the cardinal had
been the prisoner and

that

the noble citizen

of Bourges had found room for his building
energies

at Beaucaire.

Beaucaire

12

too has
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its more special history.
We got sight
for a moment of one of those local books
which make us yearn to study them more
fully, but which are never to be found in the
bookshops of their own towns, and not often

anywhere else. The local customs and
history of Beaucaire were set forth at great
length, and the turning over of a few pages
showed that Beaucaire would be no bad
place for an inquirer into the growth of
social institutions to study the mysteries of
endogamy and exogamy, and that Eysette’s
Histoire de Beaucaire would be far from an

OF SOUTHERN
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we are startled by the figure of Jupiter himself, presiding over another collection of
inscriptions and other relics, not very large,
but larger than the two or three in the castle
chapel. Not the least interesting are those
which belong, not to Roman Ugernum, but to

the little Romanesque castle-chapel, where
a few inscriptions and other antiquities are
now stored. The chapel is small and plain,
but of thoroughly good and characteristic

far later days of Beaucaire. The municipal
constitutions of these southern towns are of
the deepest interest ; references to them in
one shape or another are constantly meeting
us in our travels ; but we get only glimpses ;
unless we go and ransack whole libraries, we
have no chance of getting beyond glimpses.
One yearns to know something more about
these consuls and other municipal personages,
perhaps all the more keenly in the case of
these smaller towns which it needs a little
effort to look on as having ever had any
historical life at all. Local books that might
help us are far harder to get in the southern
towns, than it is, for instance, in Normandy ;
it is also in many places impossible to get
any photographs worth carrying off. A few
frequented places like Arles are well
supplied; but even at Toulouse it is impossible to get a photograph of any size,
even of the great church of St. Sernin. At
Beaucaire and Tarascon the hope of getting
anything of the kind is of course altogether
vain.
In the way of churches there is not much
to see at Beaucaire ; we get rather weary of
the class of which we see so many and of which
we light on yet another here, where there is
little beyond the nave, wide and pillarless
after the local usage, but whose architecture
is altogether French. We would fain it were
one thing or the other ; either that Romanesque details accompanied the Southern
ground-plan, or that the French details were
more appropriately attached to one of the

work, with its broad-headed windows, its
barrel-vault, its western doorway with simple

soaring designs of theirown country. But go
a little way out of Beaucaire, at the other

but graceful mouldings,

end from the bridge and the castle, passing
by what seems to be a scrap of town-wall on
the way, and the traveller will light on a
graceful little piece of ecclesiastical work of
no small historic interest. At Beaucaire
there seems to be an abiding taste for the

useless guide in studying them.

As Ugernum was a Roman town, it must
have had an ancient municipal being: otherwise the castle on the hill with the town
below would have made one think that the
castle was the first thing, and that the town
simply grew up at its foot. And it practically may have been so; we have not our
Eysette to turn to; but the history of Beaucaire may well have been the same as that of
Lincoln and Cambridge ; the first settlement
may well have been on the hill ; the medieval
castle may have supplanted it, and a new
town may have arisen at the foot. Anyhow
the castle, or so much of it as Richelieu has
spared, is there now, planted on as noble a

site as any castle not actually among Alps
was ever planted on, whether we think of
the view which it commands from above or
of the view of the castle itself as we look up
at it from below. Not very much is left ; but
enough to make some fine grouping out of a
tower of strange shape, all but a triangle, a
gateway, some pieces of wall, and above all,

the egg of earlier

times still living on, the east

end

made flat

instead of apsidal, doubtless as better suiting
the position of the wall in the line of defence.
But the little tower of the chapel rises
higher in the scale of art ; perfectly square
and

simple, its coupled

windows—not

mid-

walls ; they do not seem to be found hereabouts, though common in the Pyrenees

triangular, which has lasted on into very
modern times.
Here a cross which marks a

station where the body of Saint Lewis rested

its cornice, the general finish given to work
of no remarkable richness, all make this

on its return from Africa, is covered by a
triangular canopy. In object it is the fellow

little tower one of the most attractive things
to be seen in our whole journey.

of our Eleanor crosses; but nothing can be
more unlike them than the croix cowverte of

The town at the base of the hill contains a

Beaucaire.

One of them, to be sure, that of

house here and there worth notice ; and, all
of a sudden, in the middle of one of its

Geddington, takes the same triangular shape,
but the design is wholly different. The

streets, under cover of an

Eleanor

Italian town-hall,

crosses

cannot

be called

canopies;
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the whole lower part is solid; the design

is
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more notable church
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than

Beaucaire.

This

lofty and tapering. Here we have only a
triangular canopy, with three open arches,

church has one of the usual wide bodies;

buttresses

octagon and spire which are worth notice,

all of

at the

elegant

corners,

work,

a

but

parapet

above,

supplying

no

It has an

but it has a good deal besides.
and it has on the south

side a late

Roman-

esque portal of extraordinary grandeur, not

particular outline.
At present at least, no
roof, spire, octagon, or crown of any kind,
rises above the three sides.
It is a very

quite a rival to Saint Giles or to Saint Trophi-

pretty thing nevertheless ; but its unlikeness

this strictly is, and

to objects designed, in England, for exactly

the same purpose is remarkable.
The town on the Provencal side of the

compared—but which we may fairly set in
the class next afterthem.
And few churches
are richer in legend. The church of Taras-

river is a thorough

con is the church of Saint Martha, destroyer

contrast

to its western

mus at Arles—for

in truth a porch, which
a west

front cannot be
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TARASCON,

From

rival.

No

one could

a Drawing

ever be tempted

to

fancy at Tarascon, as we soeasily might at
Beaucaire, that the town owed its being to
the castle ; here the town plainly comes first ;
the castle has plainly arisen to defend or
to overawe the town.
Tarascon, as becomes

by J. FULLEYLOVE.

of the Zarasque—or let us rather call him
in

his

Martha

natural

Provencal,

of Bethany,

whom

the
we

Tarascou.

are

used

to

in the Gospel in quite another character,
appears in the legends of Tarascon as a
zealous

missionary

with

a

touch

of

the

a place which has not changed its name since

dragon-slayer.

the Christian wera, has a clearly marked civic
being of its own.
It has some rather state-

Gospel

ly streets, one specially so rising on arcades,
after the general fashion of Bern and Bologna, though hardly rivalling either in archi-

blind man who was healed, were by order of
the Jewish Sanhedrim turned adrift in a boat,
and found their way happily to the shores of

tectural

Provence.

detail.

Tarascon

too

has

a

far

Several

narrative,

the

personages of the
whole

Bethany and some others, among

There

they

preached

family

of

them the

and

con-
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ee
ng

verted

Saint

the

people

Martha

Tarascon

laid

in

various

places,

found

the neighbourhood

waste

by a

terrible

and

of

monster

called the Tarascou, a vast dragon who slew
men by the blows of his tail, besides those
tt
whom he swallowed as food with his human
jaws.
A servant or impersonation of the
evil one, his power became weakness before
the exorcisms of Martha, and he was easily
slain, though it seems that the saint herself
did not join in shedding the blood even of a
Tarascou.
How did this legend grow up?
At Aix we should have thought of the
Syrian Martha
who undoubtedly showed

[

SAINT

REMY,

VIEW

OF

THE

shrine beneath it, sadly modernized, but not

altogether without ancient relics. What we
are to make of an inscription recording acts of
Chlodowig in the parts of Tarascon is another
matter.

Could

he anyhow have got thither

in the Burgundian war?

But perhaps the

GAUL.

Tarascou himself filled the imagination of
Tarascon even more fully than his saintly
smiter.
Twice a year his effigy was led in
state through the streets,
wakened to life
and action by a company of zealous performers quartered
within him.
One day he

appeared as furious,

tossing

his tail

and

sometimes doing damage therewith ; on the
other day,. Saint Martha’s own day, he
appeared all gentle and harmless, led by a
young girl who personated the saint.
Alas,
all this is now stopped, but only within a

few years. Reforming governments, reforming mayors and prefects, respect not Saint

MAUSOLEUM

herself in those parts somewhat earlier, as
the private prophetess of Gaius Marius—sent
to him, it may be right to add, by his wife
Julia ; but would her name be likely to find
itself a home at Tarascon?
Anyhow Saint
Martha and the Tarascou have been for ages
the chief objects of Tarasconian thought.
Saint Martha has her church, her crypt and

OF SOUTHERN

AND

THE

ARC

DE

TRIOMPHE,

Martha.
But the beast himself is still to
be seen by the curious; he is kept in a
stable, very much as if he were a live creature.
His look even there is very terrible ; how
much more when he went round the town
in his glory? Why should these old memories and customs have been swept away!
They could have hurt no one save those who
were unwise enough to come within the
range of the Tarascou’s tail. However, he
is safe in his stable, and he may come out
again some day.
Good King Réné, imaginary King of
Sicily and Jerusalem, real Count of Provence,

SOME

LESS

KNOWN

TOWNS

took as one might have taken for granted, a
gentle pleasure in regulating the ceremonies of
the Tarascou. The present castle is his work.
It has a sterner and gloomier air than we
might have looked for in a building of his.
But it is not wholly his work ; the site at
any rate was not of his choosing.
He found
the castle already seated on its rock above
the Rhone, though on a rock which does not
raise it above the other buildings of Tarascon.
The main building has more of the air of the
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the more elegant fellow of the monument at

Igel near Trier. Perhaps every one who goes
to see the Roman buildings does not step a
few yards aside to see the little Romanesque
church and cloister of Saint Paul—“de
Mausolle’’—now an asylum for lunatics, a
miniature, one might almost say, of Saint
Trophimus and other greater buildings of the
same class.
And of the endless visitors to
Avignon, it is likely enough that a good
many fail to see a more precious bit of

old Norman fortress than we should have
reckoned on in Réné’s day. Does any one
know Oxwich Castle in Gower? There really
are some points of analogy between two such

Romanesque in the desecrated monastery of
Saint Rufus, a very little way out of the

distant buildings ; and we are not sure that

as having midwall shafts, makes a good contrast with the tower of the same shape, but

the use of a great number of windows,
square-headed instead of pointed, does not
really in this later style bring back somewhat of Romanesque sternness.
But inside
there are not a few graceful bits of the rich

architecture of Réné’s day ; one remarkably
elegant staircase and the doorway into it—
one of the features in which the French
architects of that age excelled—should be
specially noticed. And it is as well to add,
as the guide-books say that the inside cannot
be seen without special leave, that, though
this is literally true, the special leave is given
without any trouble by the mayor or the
official who acts for him. Places of this

town.
Here is, first of all, a tower with real
midwall shafts, a small, plain tower, which,

with the other kind of windows, at Beaucaire.
The east end is admirable; it would be

delightful to see the church cleared out
and set up again, if it could be done
without its being “restored” out of its
natural self. There are three apses; the
great one is richly adorned within with
fluted shafts, which are the main features of
the building and support the pointed barrel

vault. Outside, the great apse is polygonal,
and has an enriched east window ; the side
apses are small and plain.
The priory of
Saint Veran is of less interest ; but it is not

unworthy of a visit; the various objects on

kind are much better in civil than in military
hands.

the other side of the Rhone at Ville Neuve
run more chance of being seen.
But Saint

Every one who goes to Tarascon will surely
go to Saint-Remy, to see the two Roman
buildings, the arch and that specially grace-

Rufus should be specially noticed, if only
for the midwall shafts.
Are there any
others between the Pyrenees and the lake
of Geneva ?
E. A, FREEMAN.

ful sepulchral monument

which

may pass as
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JEAN,”

Costs,”

DYLLIC stories of Arcadian
simplicity
have
their charm, and yours

are

undoubtedly

good

of their kind; but, as I

have previously hinted,
we require something
more than pretty description. From your writings, I should infer
that your life is a very retired one, and that,
therefore, you have not_had the opportunity of

acquiring the experience so necessary in a
writer of fiction. Your late attempt to put
a little more zest into your stories, by evolving
a criminal out of your inner consciousness,
gave the critics some grounds for the fun they
got out of him.
He would in fact, be as in-

capable of the villainy attributed to him, as
of the agonies of remorse he is depicted as
undergoing at the thought of having committed it. What we want is truth of character, apart from which there can be no sound
morality—real men and women whose lives
we can sympathise with, or condemn, as the

case may

be.

Failing in this respect,

we
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nearly midnight, and warm even for the end
of June. The French window, looking on to
a balcony, from which stone steps led down
to an old-fashioned garden, was open, and
the perfumed air came languidly in, as though
laden with invisible flowers. The girl presently changed her position, lying back in
her chair beyond the ring of light from the

shaded lamp on the table, her hands clasped
above her head.
In the dim shadow her
face took a more dreamy expression, and she
appeared to surrender herself to the mystical
influences of the summer night. Wooed by
the note of a nightingale in a neighbouring
wood, the yearning spirit in her eyes was
making to itself wings, when she was suddenly
summoned back to realities by the sound of
light taps upon the wall of the adjoining
room.
She rose to her feet, keen-eyed and
alert—it was a summons she was accustomed
to respond to. without a moment’s delay—
and passed swiftly into the adjoining room.
A large, comfortable-looking room, wherein
were two beds, in one of which lay an invalid

a woman of about forty years of age, upon
whose still beautiful face suffering had only

must, I regret to say, decline further contributions from your pen.”
“<«Truth of character—real
men
and
women!’”
The letter, which had been
read through for the third or fourth time,

you in pain?”
“No; less than usual to-night, dear.

was

it is getting

put

down

with

a

low

sigh,

and

the

speaker sat with compressed lips and downcast eyes in troubled thought, her elbows on
the table, and her chin propped on the palms
of her hands. A girl of about nineteen years

of age,
with

slenderly

and

gracefully

the rare combination

formed,

of strength

and

sweetness in her clear-cut features, and capabilities of humour and pathos in her bluegrey eyes and sensitive mouth.
The

room

in which

in an unpretending
opened

into

a

she sat was

fitted up,

way, as a study, and

bedroom

beyond.

It

was

had a refining effect.
“Dear mother, can

I do

late, is it not?

anything—are

You

But

will

not

sit up much longer, Gladys?”
“Everything is so still and suggestive—I
can think better at this time, dearie.

But I

shall soon be in now.”’
“My child! How grateful I am that you
have the prospect of making yourself independent by and by.

How much

it comforts

me to think so! What would you have done
without your gift?”
The girl stooped to kiss her mother’s pale
cheek and smooth back her hair, as she
replied, in a tone meant to seem light and
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careless, “ Something better and more profit-

live in a warmer climate ; that the curate in

able, perhaps, dearie.”

charge, an elderly bachelor with some means,
preferred having rooms at an adjacent farm-

“ But nothing that would have given me so
much pleasure. Your mother is so proud of
what you do.”
“That's your Arcadian simplicity, my dear.
I am more ambitious,” returned the girl, her
lips curving with a patlietic little smile.
“ Let me give you your sleeping-draught and
shake up your pillows. There! That is more
comfortable, is it not? Try to sleep, dearie,
and dream you have a daughter who is
J
“ Not ambitious, Gladys.”
“Well, then, possessed of an inner consciousness that does not make mistakes.”
Once more kissing the invalid’s cheek, and
carefully arranging the bed curtains, so as to
shade her eyes from the light burning on the
dressing-table, the young girl moved softly
away, passing into the little study again.
Going towards the table, she took up some
pages of MS. and glanced through them with
critical, dissatisfied eyes.
‘No; it will not
do,’ she murmured.
“ He is right, of course.

No use sending unsaleable goods to market !”
She stood pondering over the situation, slowly
tearing the sheets across and across.

How

was she to gain the kind of experience she
wanted in her quiet village home?
Her
sketches of country life had been favourably
received for some time, and she had depended
upon being able to go on in the same way,
earning sufficient to give her mother the
comforts necessary for an invalid. That day
had come the letter intimating that a change
was required. She had previously received
two or three friendly hints to the same effect,
and had endeavoured to act upon them ; but,
as it had turned out, unsuccessfully. There
was no mistaking the decided tone of this
last letter ;nor did she question its reason-

ableness.
It was characteristic of Gladys Lenster
that, having once accepted the verdict, she
wasted no time in bemoaning her unfortunate

circumstances.
Nor did she try to console
herself by dwelling upon the thought that her
work had been allowed to be good of its kind.
It was not the kind in demand; and her

whole mind was concentrated upon the one
question whether
what was ?

she would

be able to do

Her father had been rector of Greenthorpe,
and, after his death, her mother

and she had

Ss

been invited to remain at the rectory, rent

e

free, by his successor,

le
e

d
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a family connection,

who thus satisfied his conscience that he was
doing all that could be expected of him. The
credit due to him was somewhat diminished

by the facts that he was himself obliged to

house, where he was spared the trouble of
housekeeping ; and that there would have

been some
Gladys,
from her
enough to

difficulty in letting the house.
who had received a solid education
father, would have been ready
go out into the world to earn her

bread ; but she found her work at home in
nursing her mother through an illness, which,
although pronounced incurable, might last

for years. It had been no small relief to
find herself capable of adding to their small
income by her writing, and thus to be enabled
to remain with her mother in the beloved
old home.
A large, irregularly built, somewhat dilapidated, and sparely furnished house, with
old-fashioned flower and fruit gardens at the
back, whence a swing gate admitted to an
elm-shaded path, through the primitive graveyard, to the church—its ancient lichen-clad
tower,

somewhat

aslant,

and

its roof

and

porch showing many a sign of the efforts
that had, from time to time, been made to
stay the progress of decay.
Fronting the house, and facing the main
road, was a wide lawn, with basket groups of
flowers, and a shrubbery beyond, bounded by
an old, moss-grown, red brick wall, in the
centre of which was a high, narrow, open-

work iron gate.
“What to do?” thought Gladys, throwing
the torn MS.—a village story it had been a
labour of love to write—into the waste-paper
basket. It had not only been more congenial,
but more practicable, than any other work ;
able as she was to do it in the odd hours
when not attending upon her mother.
But
it would have to be given up, she was telling
herself, unless she could succeed in supplying
the new demand.
‘You have served an
apprenticeship in giving up, my dear,” she
murmured, with a little half-smile, and
attempt at a jest with herself. “ You ought
to be quite an adept in the noble art of
doing without, by this time, you know.”
She crossed the room, pushed the window
wider open, and passed on to the balcony,
resting her arms upon it, as she stood gazing
at the quiet scene before her. “ ‘Truth of
character—real

men and women.’

Yes ; evi-

dently what I want is to see life. Not still
life, you know ;” nodding confidentially to
her old familiar friend, the walnut-tree on
the lawn. “Think of my never having been
five miles from the rectory! Why, seeing life
must mean rushing about to exhibitions, and
theatres, and concerts, and balls ; and meeting
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hosts of people! Here, everything goes on
in exactly the same way, day after day, week
after week,

and

month

after month.

One

knows what all the people are going to do,
and say, and think; and nothing ever
happens! Old Tommy Venn’s prosy maunderings about his wrongs will never lead to
anything.
No; he’s nouse. If quarrelsome,
mischief-making Mrs. Greer would go just a
little further, we might have a dramatic
situation ; but she won’t ; and I’ve used her
up, as far as she goes! As to Alice Newton’s

love story, I’ve got all I can out of that
—three versions, already !”
The balcony was in shadow, and part of
the lawn ; but the road beyond, winding down

through the village, and the rising ground
opposite, terminating in a wave of hills, lay
white in the moonlight.
The bells in the
old church tower were haltingly chiming the
hour of twelve, with what was understood in

the village to be a few bars of the Old
Hundredth, and a dog in some neighbouring

farmyard was howling its disapproval, when
the thread of the young girl’s thoughts was
suddenly snapped asunder.
She bent curiously forwards, her gaze directed towards a
bend in the road, some hundred yards or so
distant.
Was something going to happen
at last?
A woman had come into view, and was

running with fleet steps towards the rectory,
looking

back

every

now

and

again as

she

ran.
Gladys stood gazing wonderingly at
the advancing figure. In quiet, sleepy Greenthorpe, people did not run about at night,
and in that wild way.
On she came, until she reached the rectory
gate.

Then

she stopped,

and, finding it locked,

tried to open

it,

shook it with both

hands, as if in desperation.

What did she want ? Had she come there for
assistance ? Something dreadful in the village
—an accident—fire? Gladys hurriedly turned
to descend, then paused, standing motionless,

with one foot on the step. She had heard
other sounds, hurrying footsteps, and raised
voices ;and now beheld three or four men
and a woman

road.
pushed

The

running round the bend in the

woman

something

had
she

also heard.
had

been

She

carrying

between the iron bars ; and, a moment before
the others came in sight, climbed the high
gate—a

feat

of

no

small

difficulty—and

dropped into the rectory grounds, crouching
low amongst the laurels.
She was trying to escape from the others !
What had happened? Gladys ran down the
steps, and across the lawn towards the
woman,

who had

turned a few yards to the
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left out of sight from the gate.
drew

nearer,

the

woman

As

crouched

she

lower,

endeavouring apparently to escape notice ;
but, finding she was seen, sprang up again, and
ejaculated in an excited whisper, “ Don’t give
me up—don’t give me up, or they will
g
“No, no,” hurriedly put in Gladys. “ Do
not fear. You are safe—no harm can come
to you here.

What were they going to

”

The woman raised a trembling finger to
her lips. The pursuers were close upon them
now— peering through the bars of the gate
on to the lawn, part of which was bright
with moonlight, and part in deep shadow.
“Do you think it is likely?” said one.
“No, it is locked you see,’ trying the
gate, “and she could not climb it.”
“T don’t feel so sure,” doubtfully said
another, in a voice which sounded familiar to

Gladys’s ears, although she was at the moment
too much absorbed to give more than a
passing thought to it. “I know what can
be done in that way on emergency.”
“Impossible!” decidedly.
“On, then, or she will catch the night mail,
and escape us after all!”
The woman clutched Gladys’s arm with a
tighter hold, and stooped lower; although
they could not be seen, where they were,
from the gate. There were the sounds of
running footsteps again; and, as they died
away, Gladys murmured, beginning to look
a little doubtfully at the other,
“What has happened? Why were they
running after you?”
“T was afraid—so afraid,” hesitatingly,
and

absently,

murmured

the

woman,

as

though still listening.
“Why?”
“ Because—They are desperate men ; and—
and I am only a women, and—alone. Do you
live here?” peering with eager scrutiny at
Gladys in the dim light.
“Yes;

my

mother,

and

I, and

an

old

servant.
You are safe here.”
The woman appeared to be hurriedly debating with herself, and still in great dread;
her eyes shifting nervously from Gladys to
the gate. Then she abruptly inquired,
“ How far is it to the railway station?”
“ About a mile along the road, in a straight
line,” replied Gladys.

“And they are gone there! No, I dare
not venture!” Again she reflected, conning
Gladys’s face the while. ‘“ You are a lady.”
Not quite able to come to the same conclusion with regard to the other, and unaccustomed to say what she did not feel, Gladys
simply replied, “‘ My father was rector here.”
The woman seemed about five or six and
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twenty, and was tall, slight, and good-looking
—even handsome, after the type; but the
well-shaped mouth was hard, not to say coarse,
in expression ; and the large dark eyes somewhat too keen and shifting. She was plainly
dressed, wearing a close black bonnet, and a
long, sober-coloured dust-cloak.
There was
something about herself, or her manner,

which jarred upon Gladys.
But she would
not allow herself to be critical. The other
was

a woman—in

trouble;

and

that

was

enough.
“ Were they going to rob you?”
The woman

broke into a short discordant

laugh ;but immediately grew grave again,
gazing silently at Gladys, as if debating with
herself once more.
Why did she look in that strange way—
why did she laugh if she were in trouble?
wondered Gladys, as silently returning her
gaze with an uncanny feeling of she knew
not what. Suddenly her fears took shape;
a terrible suspicion aroused, perhaps by the
other’s laugh, darted into her mind. One
thought had suggested another ; she remembered now, that the voice which had sounded
familiar to her was that of a Dr. Harland,

who kept a private asylum just outside the
village.
After a moment’s reflection, she
said, making a great effort to command herself, and appear to speak in a quiet natural
tone,

“The voice of one of those in pursuit of
you seemed familiar to me.
It was that. of
Dr. Harland, who lives at the—who receives
_

patients. Do you know him?”
“Mad people, do you mean?”
She was
silent a few moments, then slowly recommenced : “ You are thinking that I am one
of them, and have made my escape ?”’
At loss how to reply, Gladys unconsciously
betrayed what was in her mind, shrinking
back a little, as she murmured, with a whiten-

ing face, “I thought that, perhaps
.
“You needn’t be afraid. Iam as sane as
you are. If ever a woman had her wits
about her, I’ve got mine this minute!” She
paused again, and, after a moment’s thought,

seemed to come to some decision.
“ You
look the sort to judge for yourself, and stand
by any one you promised to help. Well,”
after another

keen

look, “I

will trust you.

I have been shut up there, and I’ve made
my escape.

I should

never have

got free if

I hadn't, though I’m no more mad than you
“But Dr. Harland is a good man.

I know

him, and I know he would never lend himself
to

”

“No, oh no!

I’ve nothing to say against
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him,” hurriedly. “ It was—the others—they
that gave the certificates—who were to
blame.”
“ But—-I do not understand. What motive
could they have had?”
“People are sometimes treated as insane
when they are not, you know.
Didn’t you
hear about that poor lady that was put away
not long ago?”
“Yes, [ heard of that,” replied Gladys, recollecting something of the kind, and its having
been said that the motive was to obtain the
property of the lady kept in durance. “ But
Dr. Harland would not——”
“T told you it was the others. He thought
that what they said about my being insane
was true—because—because, I kept to the
story ;and—it’s

so

dreadful!

No

wonder

he can’t believe, when those that put me
with him say it’s just that I’m insane about,
and that I only fancy what occurred.”
“You saw something done—something
dreadful?” ejaculated Gladys.
“Yes.” The woman paused a moment, as
though listening again, then hurriedly went
on: “I saw it done. The poor gentleman
was on a visit—-and—it was a summer
night, and—I was in the—the garden, as it
might be here, to—to—get a breath of fresh

air. I looked in at the dining-room window.
They had been playing some gambling game,
and—had. given him too much wine. They
made him sign some papers, and—then—oh,
I cannot tell you!”
“Do you mean—did they kill him?”
ejaculated Gladys, with dilating eyes.
“T saw it!
Oh, it was too dreadful!
Afterwards, I got hysterical, and cried out
about what I had seen ; and—then—to

save

themselves,

they pretended

I had lost my

senses, and

got

to sign a paper

the

doctors

that I had.”
“Ah, cruel, wicked!
What you must
have suffered!” said Gladys, with a look of
mingled horror and pity.
“ You can see now why I was so anxious to
make my escape—how little chance I should
have to do so again, if they caught me.”
“They shall not. You are welcome to
stay here until you can communicate with
your friends, poor thing.”
“Oh no, I dare not;”

hurriedly

adding,

“They would find me.”
“I would not give you up. I have friends
in the neighbourhood, and——
“Ah, you forget about that poor lady!
They are armed with authority, and could
make you. My only chance is to get safely
away to where they could not find me, until
I could prove myself sane. If I could but
”
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contrive to reach my sister in London
Hush! I thought I heard—are they coming
back ?”
“ Not yet. They will come back this way
—there is no other—when they find you
have not gone to the station ; but it is nearly

with a little laugh, as she took something,
tied up in a handkerchief, from the bag.
They heard, or thought they heard, footsteps in the road. Gladys took the other's

two miles, there and back.

swing gate, whence, diverging from the elm
walk, a narrow path skirted the churchyard,
and led to some fields.
“ Keep to the footpath across the fields, go

hand, and guided her swiftly and silently
round the house, through the orchard, to the

How can I help

you? There is the junction, but that is
quite four miles from here, and you do not
know the way.”
“T could soon find it, but it’s no use trying, now.

They will be on the watch for me

in the road;
suppose
¢””
“Why,

and

yes,

of

there’s no other way, I
course

there

could I forget!”’ exclaimed
look of relief.

‘A

much

is!

How

Gladys, with a

shorter way, too!

Through the churchyard, and across the
fields at the back, you would save quite a
mile and a half!”
“ Will you put me in the way?” eagerly.
Then, her face falling again, “ But most
likely they know it too; and, if they suspect

I’ve gone there, they wiil follow me; they
would be sure to think of the junction.”
“Yes ; I am afraid they would.”
“Then I can only depend upon the desperate
chance of hiding, or out-running them—
unless

<4

“Unless what!” questioned Gladys.
“T could not expect it,” hesitatingly.
“You may expect anything it.is in my
power to do.
If there is, tell me; and be
sure I will help you if I can, poor thing.

You have not a minute to lose, now.”
The woman seemed still to hesitate
moment

or

two.

“If

you

didn’t

right by the farmhouse, and walk straight
on until you come to the junction.”
“You have saved me !”
“Am I free to tell the truth when you
are safe?”
‘To all the world.”
“Write and tell me as soon as you have
arrived at your sister's?”
“Yes, oh yes,’ returned

the other, as she

stole softly and quickly away.
“A real adventure!” thought Gladys, as
she made her way back through the orchard,
and round to the front of the house.

“ Yes;

that is what one wants—to be brought in
contact with realities. Had I been drawing
from my imagination, I should have made
my distressed heroine quite different; and
—even now—yes, I really must make her a
lady. There ought to be some love in it,
too; but I think I can get that out of my
‘inner
herself

consciousness,’’’ smiling softly
over the thought, as she paced

to
to

and fro on the lawn.
Suddenly, she became aware that she was

a

mind, it

might delay and baffle them, and it couldn't
hurt you. You are about my size and height,
and if you would just put on my cloak, and

draw the hood over your head, and stand
where they could see you through the gate,
you might divert

up the lane into the high road, turn to the

their attention, and keep

them watching you until it was too late to
overtake me.
I bappen to know there’s an
up train from the junction at half-past one ;
and, if you could contrive to prevent their
following me till then, I shall get safely
away. You would only have to show yourself
now and then, to keep them on the watch;

and you would be in your own garden.”
“1 will do it,” said Gladys, reflecting that
her mother would not be likely to require
anything.
She did not usually awaken for

being watched from without. Two or three
pairs of eyes were peering at her through
the railings of the gate, and she could hear
men talking together in low tones, as though
in hurried consultation.
Was it—yes, it
was Dr. Harland speaking now, in a slightly
raised voice :
“No; do not ring. As little noise as
possible. There is an invalid there.”
She drew a little nearer, and stood silently
regarding them from beneath the hood of
the cloak.
“Open the gate,” said one, addressing her.

“We do not want to disturb the inmates
here by ringing, but we are determined men
—you cannot escape.”
She remained silent and motionless; a
triumphant little smile upon her lips at the
thought that she was mistress of the situation.

two or three hours after her sleeping-draught.

“ Quite a dramatic situation!”

The woman hastily divested herself of her
cloak, and, as Gladys put it on, said, “1f you
wouldn’t mind taking my bag in your hand,
you would look still more like me. I will
just take this. It is tied up ready, you see,”

ejaculated.
“ Yes, this is how it must go—
‘Standing in the pale moonlight, she drew
herself up to her full height, and, secure in

she mentally

her ignorance ’—no, innocence, of course—
‘secure in her innocence, and the conscious-
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ness of the strength of the lock of the garden
gate, she faced the infuriated mob with the
fearless courage of ’
Oh, dear !”’

truth, he will be the first to defend the
poor thing. Still, I think he ought not
to have been so easily deceived, and he will

A young man had climbed the gate,
dropped into the garden, turned the key,

just a little deserve

which had been left in the lock, and admitted

the others.
Quite unprepared for this—she had not
calculated upon their getting in—Gladys
shrank back, her pulses throbbing a little
wildly.
In another moment, two strong
arms were linked in hers, and she found
herself a prisoner ; hastily impelled the few
steps towards the gate, and out into the road
beyond.

Meanwhile, the bells in the church

tower were chiming, as if mockingly, “There
is nae luck about the house,” and reminding
her that she had to keep her captors from
guessing the truth for half an hour longer.
“That’s her, gentlemen!” ejaculated a
woman. ‘She'd got her cloak huddled about
her just the same, when she passed me at the
lodge! Oh, you good-for-naught !”
“T am in your power,” said Gladys, “do
not hurt me.”
“Come quietly, and you will not be hurt,”
said one in a clear, manly voice—the tone of
one accustomed to command.
“We will carry your bag for you,” said
another, whisking

it out of her hand, with

a laugh.
“Do not forget she is a woman, Giles,”
said the first speaker; “‘only a poor tool,
perhaps.”
“ All right, sir.”

“No; let me.’’

A hand strong as steel, and

gentle as a woman’s, was laid upon Gladys’s
wrist, as he went on to her, “‘ You must come

with us ; but you will receive no rough treatment. Unless, by resisting, you render it
necessary for me to use force, I will simply
hold you thus. Walk behind, Giles,’—asking
the others to walk to the right and left in
case there should be an attempt at rescue.
She was quick to recognise that her wisest
course was to walk quietly with them, until
the time came to make herself known, barely
half an hour now. Dr. Harland was there
he would know her ; and it was but little to
do to help a fellow woman in such dire need.
She was

not

was an

undercurrent

amusement

lacking

in courage, and

of

expectancy

and resisted a moment, murmuring,

“ No, I

will not,” but recollected again, and walked
quietly on in the midst of her captors, her
head down-bent beneath the hood of the
cloak. She caught half sentences meanwhile,
about “the daring with which it had been
done—the finding a ladder beneath the
window—the intention to keep her at the
park until the morning,” and so forth.
“To the library,” said the one who held
her prisoner, in his clear, decisive tone, as

they entered the house.

They crossed the

hall, and turned into a large room—herself,
three, whom she saw now were gentlemen, a

man-servant, and the woman living at the
lodge, who was well known to Gladys. The
young

man,

who

she now

guessed was

the

owner of the house, released her.
“T advise you to make a clean breast of
it, and save further trouble.
You see they
have left you to bear the brunt.”
She hardly heard, her gaze directed towards the clock on the mantel-piece. In
two minutes

the other would

have started,

and she might speak.
“Where do you come from?”’ asked one.
“From the rectory,” she murmured.
“We know that much,” with a laugh;
“but before you went there?”
She unclasped the cloak, letting it fall to
her feet, and stood revealed, all unconscious
of the beautiful picture she made, her bright
gold-brown hair becomingly disarranged, a
soft rose-flush upon her cheeks, and her blue-

and

grey eyes brilliant with excitement, and just
a glint of triumph.
He fell back, gazing at her in the greatest
amazement.
“ Who—— ?”

in her mind, at the thought of

“There really ought to be something

dramatic in the dénoitment,” she was thinking. “It will be my turn then!

Be-

there

the surprise she was going to give them presently.

to be laughed at.

sides, I must tell him, that without the bit
of comedy he affords the plot would be too
serious !”’
They walked through the quiet deserted
village ; but, instead of going on to Dr. Harland’s house, they, to her surprise, turned in
at the lodge gates of Easterleigh Park, the
present owner of which had lately succeeded
to the estate, and just taken up his residence
there.
Gladys had heard that a party of
friends were gathered at the house in honour
of the home-coming.
As they entered the avenue Gladys paused,

Dr. Harland

will be annoyed at finding he has been made
the tool of those dreadful people ; but he is
good, and, as soon as he knows the whole

“Miss Lenster!” ejaculated Dr. Harland,
looking, if possible, still more astonished than

the other.

“ Why, what in the world

“Oh, miss, why didn’t

you?” said the woman.

os

you tell us it was
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“Bless
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soul, yes!
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Why did you not

say who you were! The woman
after has got off, perhaps.”

we
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with her dear Miss

Lenster, whom

she had

were

known since she was a child, made some well-

“Contrived it as well as though she were
sane,” quietly replied Gladys, meeting his eyes.

meant efforts to reassure her. The men were
consulting in a low tone as to what ought to
be done.
“ Do not distress yourself,” repeated Philip

“Sane!” repeated Dr. Harland, silently
returning her gaze.
“Am I right in supposing that this bag
was found in the rectory grounds?” inquired
Philip Gaston, with a puzzled glance from
her to the bag, upon which his name was
engraved.
‘In any case, I can see that we
are

under

a

deep

obligation

you,

Miss

“She

may not get off

slightest degree
” He paused. Something
had suggested itself to him; and he spoke a
word to one of the men, who went out of
the room.
At that moment were heard the sounds of

of them

horses’ feet, andthe grating of wheels upon the
gravel sweep fronting the house. These were

Jewels!” exclaimed Gladys, looking from
to the other with bewildered eyes.
Perhaps you do not know that a robbery
been committed here? Two or three men
a woman were concerned in it. She had
hardihood to pass openly through the

the indications of an arrival, and in another

Lenster.

The

jewels

heirlooms ; and

“
one
“
has
and
the

to

Gaston to Gladys.

after all, and, if she does, none could in the

were

most

=

lodge gate, with a trumped-up story to Jane
Green about having been sent down with

some things from town, and delayed at the
house until my sister could attend to her.
But we were very quickly after her, and we

fancied that she had possibly got into the
rectory grounds.”
“Robbery!”
Every vestige of colour died
out of the girl’s face, as it began to dawn
“] ra
upon her that she had been duped.
I thought
” turning her eyes apprehensively

moment the room door opened, and Gladys
beheld theculprit brought in between two men.
“ Caught her, you see, sir!”’ said the groom.
“Tt was a good thought to send to the
junction. She walked into the trap as quiet
asa lamb! There she was, taking her ticket
for the half-past one train, as innercent as
though she’d got bread-and-butter tied up in
the handkerchief ! The jewels are all there, I
take it. She had the sense to give in, too, as

soon as she saw it was all up. Only wanted to
know whether her husband had got safe off.”
The bundle was put upon the table; the
handkerchief—a large, coarse, and strong
red cotton

one, knotted together by the four

corners—untied ; and tiaras, sprays, necklets,

upon Dr. Harland, she went on with a sinking

bracelets, a glittering

heart:
escape

other precious stones, were disclosed, just as
they had been taken from their cases, to be
the more portable.
To none present—not even Mrs. Gaston,
who had entered the room in obedience to

‘‘She told me that she had made her
from your house, where she had

been wrongfully put under restraint.”
“You

were deceived.

No one has escaped

from my house, Miss Lenster.”
“Oh, what have I dorie!
What have I
done!” exclaimed Gladys.
“She said she
had been cruelly wronged, and I promisedI helped her to escape !”
* Pray do not distress yourself,’ put in
Philip Gaston.
“The woman was no doubt
an adept in her trade.
You could not be
expected to be on your guard against a person
of that kind.
Besides, her getting
off without
the

jewels,

is

not

of so

much

importance.

heap of diamonds

and

her son’s summons, and was whispering some
kindly reassuring words to the trembling girl
was the sight of the jewels more welcome
than to Gladys Lenster.

“Indeed you must not blame yourself.”
“She is not to blame,” put in the culprit.
“She’s true as steel, ladies and gentlemen,
and brave.
There, you’d only got to make
her think you were in trouble and she could
help you, and she was ready to go through

We owe you a large debt of gratitude for
having secured them.”
“But I have not!” ejaculated Gladys,

anything.

white and trembling, almost

with the thought that she had actually
assisted the thief to get safely off with the
proceeds of the robbery in her possession.

Gladys,
with a little moue.
But she had found a champion eager to
take up the glove in her defence.
“It is not

“The bag is empty.

desirable that a young lady should possess the

She

beside herself

took

from it tied up in a handkerchief.

something
1 helped

her to wrong you—I helped her!” covering
her face with her trembling hands.
Jane Green, her sympathies now entirely

If,” with a side look at Gladys,

“she was a little too ready to be taken in, it

isn’t for me to say so.”
“ Arcadian simplicity !”’ thought

kind

of knowledge

that would

render

her

capable of coping with the trickery that has
been practised upon Miss Lenster,” said Philip
Gaston.

AN
A slow flush rose

UNEXPECTED

do as you

«“ Where shall we put her until the police
come, sir?’’ asked one of the men.
Gaston reflected a few moments. “I think
—vyes—the little north room, Saunders. Just

done, had you been rough with me.”
bering that even to the woman

inquiringly.
“Shall we stay to watch her, some of us!
“No. I will speak to her myself, presir?”

”

sently.

After a little reflection she may be

inclined to give us some clue to find those who
left her to take the larger share of the risks.”

in

“Tt was not like Mr. Gaston, to make such

knight, past, present, or to come, could have

a mistake as to put his prisoner into a room

a more daintily lovely lady to do battle for.

where she had

only to unlatch

He had been quick to note, with the appre-

the French

window, opening to the ground, and walk
out into the park, whence she could so easily

ciation

Gladys ran to her mother’s room, and found
her sleeping peacefully, all unconscious of

later, it was discovered that the prisoner had
escaped.
By his “mistake’’ Gladys Lenster
was spared the having to appear as witness,
and being obliged to narrate the deception that
had been practised upon her in open court.

what had taken place.
* Only two o'clock !”’ murmured Gladys, as
she stood on the balcony watching the two

men

Meanwhile, only desirous now to get back

Lys,
to
not

had his jest with Gladys, as

they talked the matter over, on the way.
But she was accustomed to his badinage, and
held her own ; even when he threw out little
hints about his surprise that she, of all

people, should

have

been

taken

in by so

clumsy a plot.

“Just

what

I meant

to say to you!’

thought Gladys.
“You showed great power of self-control,
Miss Lenster,” said Gaston.

“Yes; you did not make the slightest
attempt to defend yourself,” smilingly said

as

they walked down

the road, and

listening to the chimes from the old church
tower ; “I feel as though I had gone through
the experience of a life-time!” adding, with
a little sigh, “and all for nothing.”

her
Dr.
the
the

rectory.

Dr. Harland

of the world, how free she

might be making.
Whilst they went over the rectory grounds
to make sure there was no one lurking about,

Nor did he express the displeasure tbat
might have been expected, when, a few hours

to her mother without delay, she was on
way home, accompanied by her old friend
Harland, Philip Gaston, and one of
men-servants, to be left on guard at

of a man

was from any girlish self-consciousness—how
entirely careless as to the impression she

escape,’ afterwards said the servants, amongst
themselves.

rit.
en,
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Rememhe had

imagined her to be he was considerate and
forbearing: “ How much I owe you!” with
an upward glance into the dark eyes bent so
admiringly upon her, and the thought that
he looked just the knight—loyal, brave, and
true—to succour damsels in distress.
On his side, he was telling himself that no

turn the key in the lock.”
room,

jesting

“ Against five! No; that would have been
waste of energy ; better allow you to deceive
yourselves since you chose to do so,” she
smilingly replied, as a hint to him that she
had not been the only one to be taken in.
“ But it might have been much worse for me.
I am very grateful to you for doing your
spiriting so gently, Mr. Gaston.
You see, I
was bound not to speak, and couldn’t defend
myself. I do not know what I should have

like with me,” recklessly.

north

up the

tone.

You
out of it in the best way I can.
won't give me the chance for some time, I
suppose.
But it might have been worse.

“The
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the good doctor, keeping

to the woman’s cheeks,

and her bold eyes fell. “I know the difference, sir. I beg your pardon, miss ; and the
next time——There, I’m not going to be soft.
The next time I get into a fix, I must get

Bob's safe, anyhow ; and you may

DENOUMENT.

’

As time went on, she was to find that it
had not been gone through for nothing.
Philip Gaston had found his fate.
The
critical, hard-to-please, and, in the matrimonial market, despaired-of owner of Eastleigh, who had been a little proud of his
invulnerability, succumbed at once, and for
ever, as such men sometimes do, to one who
made not the slightest effort to attract.
He
knew his own mind, and was not the man to

let the grass grow under his feet.

In a very

short time the old story was being enacted
over again in the rectory garden.
Philip

Gaston had won his wife.
E. Newman.
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Near the cliff’s sharp edge, on high

“Leave me not, beloved, to-night !

Standing out against the sky,

Stay with me till morning’s light !”
Weeping, thus besought the maid ;
“* Love, my soul is sore afraid !
Brave not the dread Vampyre’s power,
Mightiest at this mystic hour !”

Dost thou see a ruined cross
Weatherstained, o’ergrown by moss,
Gloomy, desolate, forsaken,

By unnumbered tempests shaken1
Not a blade of grass grows nigh it,

Not a word he spake, but prest

Not a peasant lingers by it.
E’en the sombre bird of night

The sobbing maiden to his breast;

Shuns it in her darksome flight,

Heedless of her tears and sighs ;
Waved his hand, with gesture gay,

Startled by the piteous groan
That arises from the stone.
All around, on starless nights,
Myriad hosts of livid lights

Flicker fretfully, revealing
At its foot a phantom, kneeling
Whilst it jabbers dismal plaints,
Cursing God and all the saints.
Tardy traveller, beware

Kissed her lips and cheeks and eyes

Mounted—smiled—and

rode away.

%
*
*
*
*
Who rides across the dusky plain
Tearing along with might and main
Like some wild storm-fiend, in his flight
Nursed on the ebony breast of Night?
’Tis he, who left her in her need—
Her lover, on his milk-white steed !

Of that spectre gibbering there ;

The blast in all its savage force
Strives to o’erthrow the gallant horse

Close your eyes, and urge your steed

That snorts defiance to his foe

To the utmost of his speed ;—

And struggles onward.
See! below
The causeway, ‘long the river-side

For beneath that cross, I ween,
Lies a Vampyre’s corpse obscene !
*
%
*
*
*

Though the night is black and cold
Love’s fond story, often told,
Floats in whispers through the air.
Stalwart youth and maiden fair
Seal sweet vows of ardent passion
With their lips, in lovers’ fashion.

A thousand flutt’ring flamelets glide !
Now

they approach, and now

recede,

Still followed by the panting steed ;
He nears the ruined cross!
<A crash,
A piteous ery, a heavy splash,

And in the rocky river-bed
Rider and horse lie crushed and dead.

Restless, pale, a shape I see
Hovring nigh; what may it be?
"Tis a charger, white as snow,
Pacing slowly to and fro

Then from those dismal depths arise
Blaspheming yells and strident cries
Re-echoing through the murky air.
And, like a serpent from its lair,

Like a sentry. As he turns
Haughtily the sward he spurns.

Brandishing high a blood-stained glaive
The Vampyre rises from his grave!
Wa. Bearry-Kineston.
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